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Abstract 
The Paleogene Huntingdon Formation is a succession of alluvial mudstone, 

sandsronc, and pebble conglomerate preserved in southwest British Columbia, 

Canada. The study area includes the proposed type section of the Huntingdon 

Formauon and is located in and near ,\bbotsford, British Columbia, Canada. 

The Huntingdon Formation is correlative with, and continuous in the 

subsurface to, the Chuckanut Formation in northwest Waslungton State. The 

Huntingdon and Chuckanut formations were deposited in the Chuckanut basin 

during late Paleocene, Eocene, and possibly Oligocene time. The Chuclianut basin 

probably formed as a complex hybrid basin, reflecting the transpressive nature of the 

plate margin setting in t h s  part of the Corddlera during Paleogene time. 

In general sedimentary strata of the Huntingdon Formation dip gently 

towards the south and minor faults and multiple fracture sets are present. At Sumas 

hlountain (Canada) the remnant outcrops areas of the Huntingdon Formation are 

separated by a horst consisting of an unnamed igneous body. The orientation of 

brittle structures in a fault domain close to the horst suggests the related faulting did 

not occur until the middle Miocene. 

Fluvial archttectural element analysis and facies analysis of the type area 

indicates that thls formation developed as a coarse, sand-dominated, terrestrial 

fluvial system, with an active floodplain. The range of features suggests proximal to 

distal transition from alluvial to braided to transitional sand-dominated meandering 

river systems. Paleocurrent analysis of the Huntingdon Formation indicates that it 

was sourced to the cast. Sandstone and pebble conglomerate clasts are dominated by 

chert types, typical of first-order basin provenance from nearby Cascade oceanic 

terranes to the east. 



It would be a poor thing to be a mineral in a universe without 
geologists, and geologists are made of minerals. X geologist is a 
mineral's way of knowing about minerals. 

- With apologies to Geocqe Wald 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

Purpose 
This thesis has several interrelated goals. The first is a review of literature 

relevant to the Huntingdon Formation. The second is to lay groundwork for the 

formal definition of t h s  formation. The t h d  goal is to report data collected on the 

tectonic hstory of the northern Chuckanut Basin. Finally, a detailed sedimentary 

analysis of the area is made. The study uses architectural element analysis to make 

interpretations about the s e h e n t a r y  environment in whlch the Huntingdon 

Formation mas deposited. 

Scope of Work 
Thc main products of thls thesis include: 

:\ 1:20,000 scale geological base map of southwest Sumas Mountain (Canada) 

and area, using an orthophoto as a base map. 

Several dgital photomosaics of pit exposures and correspondent figures of 

archtecture elements. 

,i composite stratigraphic section of the Sumas Mountain (Canada) outcrops, 

to scrve as type and reference sections for the Huntingdon Formation. 

Structural analysis of the region 

Interpretation of the depositional environments for the Huntingdon 

Formation in its type area. 

Physiographic Setting and Study Area 
l'hc Huntingdon and Chuckanut formations exist within the present-day 

Georgia Basin, a northwest-oriented structural and topographic depression in 

southwestern British Columbia and northwestern Washngton State (Figure 1, Figure 

2, and Figure 3). The basin includes the Strait of Georgia, eastern Vancouver Island, 

the modern Fraser h v e r  Delta, the mainland of northwest Washington State, and 

their associated watersheds. Sedimentary rock preserved withn the area of the 



modern Georgia Basin includes the Cretaceous Nanairno Group (deposited in the 

Xanairno Basin), and the Tertiary Chuckanut and Huntingdon Formations 

(deposited in the Chuckanut Basin, described below). The Georgia Basin also 

encompasses various Quaternary-aged sediments of diverse origin. 

This studv concerns the strata of the Paleogene Chuckanut and Huntingdon 

formations, both deposited in a paleo-basin whlch is herein referred to as the 

Chuckanut Basin. The sedunentological aspects of t h s  study focus on the type 

section of the Huntingdon Formation as defined here, and exposed at Sumas 

Mountain in Abbotsford British Columbia (Figure BP - A, back pocket). 

Previous work in the Chuckanut Basin 
The Paleogene Huntingdon and Chuckanut formations (Figure 2 and Figure 

3) make up much of the bedrock under Greater Vancouver and northwestern 

Washington State. The Huntingdon Formation (in Canada) and the Chuckanut 

Formation (in the USA) extend to between 2.5 and 3 km depth (Figure 3). These 

formations are correlative rocks separated bv the so-called "Border Fault," an 

anthropomorphc feature, visible only in the minds of geologists using different 

formation names for similar rocks on opposite sides of the Canada/US border 

(Mustard and Rouse, 1794). For the purposes of h s  study, Huntingdon Formation 

refers to Tertiary bedrock in the Greater Vancouver area and Chuckanut Formation 

refers to the fully correlative sechmentary rocks south of the Canada/US border (a 

discussion of formation names and correlations appears below). The paleobasin into 

which these formations were deposited is herein referred to as the "Chuckanut 

Basin." 

The Huntingdon and Chuckanut formations are interpreted to reflect alluvial 

sediments with minor paludal deposits and coal beds. Paludal deposits and coal beds 

increase in abundance towards the southern end of the Chuckanut Basin. There are 

no marine sediments present in either formation. A broad range of geological dates 

have been suggested for the Chuckanut Formation, ranging from Late Cretaceous to 

Early Oligocene. liecent studies have refined thls range. The formations 





122ow 

Tertiary Outcrop Areas 
Figure 2 - Teruary outcrop area. 
Tertiary aged outcrop in southwestern British Columbia and northwestern Washgton  
State (inset from Figure 1). Modfied from Mustard and Rouse (1994) used by permission. 





have been dated using palynology and apatite fission track age-dating, indcating 

deposition between late Paleocene and early Oligocene time (Mustoe, 1997, Mustard 

and Rouse, 1994, Johnson, 1983). In general, paleocurrent measurements indmte 

flow directions towards the south and west (thls study and Mustard and Rouse, 

1994). However, at the western edge of the preserved basin (on Tumbo Island and 

the Sucia Island chain) paleocurrents indcate a complex series of flow duections 

includmg south, east and northeast (Mustard, 1992). As no marine sediments are 

present, the basin appears to have been closed on at least three sides (north, west 

and east), and, because paludal sedunents increase towards the south, the basin is 

interpreted to have drained towards the south (Mustard and Rouse, 1992). 

There is much confusion in the previous literature concerning use of the 

terms "Huntingdon Formation," "Chuckanut Formation," "Burrard Formation," 

and "I(ltsi1ano Formation" (dscussed by Mustard in Rouse, 1994; see also Figure 4). 

Dalv (1912) f i s t  proposed the name Huntingdon Formation, and defined its type 

area as Sumas Mountain (Canada) as part of h s  geologic traverse of the Canada/US 

border. The areal extent of the Huntingdon Formation was expanded by Mustard 

and Rouse (1 994) to include all Late Paleocene and Eocene stratigraphy in the Lower 

Mainland (Greater Vancouver). Correlative rocks in Washngton State are known as 

the Chuckanut Formation, as originally defined by McClellan in 1927 (cited in 

Griggs, 1966). Bunvash (1918) refers to the rocks of the Chuckanut Basin as the 

"Puget Series". In Vancouver, partially correlative strata were previously termed the 

Burrard and IQtsilano Formations (Bustin, 1990). However, the Burrard Formation 

also includes a Cretaceous-aged lower member (Lions Gate Member of Rouse et al., 

1975). Mustard and Rouse (1994) redefined the former Lions Gate Member to be 

part of the Late Cretaceous Nanaimo Group (undfferentiated), and the upper 

Burrard and IGtsilano formations as the IGtsilano hiember of the Huntingdon 

Formation. 

Miller and klisch (1963) correlated another Tertiary sandstone unit, 

reportedly lying stratigraphcally above the Chuckanut Formation, with the 



Huntingdon Formation. Thls unit is located on Sumas Mountain (US), a mountain 

which unfortunately carries the same name as Sumas Mountain (Canada). X single 

palynological date, from the stratigraphcally lowest part of Miller and Misch's 

Huntingdon Formation, indrcates a late Eocene or  early Oligocene age for th~s  unit 

(Mustard and Rouse, 1994). For t h s  reason Mustard and Rouse suggest that these 

rocks are correlative to the upper part of the Chuckanut Formation (Padden 

Member) and thus only correlate to the uppermost part of the true Huntingdon 

Formation, as defined in its type area at Sumas Mountain (Canada). 

X variety of projects have been completed in the Chuckanut Basin. Few have 

focused specifically on the Huntingdon Formation as its extent/importance was not 

recognised until recently. In 1912, Daly described the sedlrnentary bedrock on 

Sumas Mountain (Canada), using the term Huntingdon Formation. Bunvash (1918) 

completed a PhD thesis on the Tertiary bedrock in the Vancouver Area. I<err (1942) 

completed a Master's thesis describing the Tertiary sedunents of Sumas Mountain 

(Canada). Both Burwash and I<err described short stratigraphc sections from parts 

of the proposed type area at Sumas Mountain (Canada). As dmussed above, 

Mustard and Rouse completed two studles related specifically to the Huntingdon 

Formation, (1992 and 1994) whch  cleared up much confusion about the Tertiary 

sedimentary bedrock and its regional stratigraphc relationshps. As the Chuckanut 

and Huntingdon formations are equivalent, studres of the Chuckanut Formation are 

also important to t h s  study. 

Shedd first used the name Chuckanut in 1903 to describe a sandstone unit 

located on Chuckanut Drive, near Bellingham, in Washngton State; McClellan first 

used the term Chuckanut Formation in 1927; and Glover described the type section 

of the Chuckanut Formation in 1935 (all cited in Griggs, 1966). There were several 

other smaller or overlapping studies done before Griggs published on the palynology 

of the Chuckanut Formation in 1966. 

Since the 1970s, many projects studying the Chuckanut Formation have been 

completed. Johnson has published several articles and field trips on t h s  formation 
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(e.g. Johnson, 1984, 1985). Mustoe has dated various fossils, and attempted 

paleogeographc reconstructions of the formation; indcating that the formation was 

deposited in a subtropical environment (hlustoe 1995). Chenev has developed 

thought-provohng ideas about the tectonic evolution of Eocene basins in the region 

(e.g. C heney, 2000). Finally, Haugerud (1 998) has presented some p rehna ry  

reports on the formation, indcating the thickness was much less than originally 

presented due to unrecognised thrust faults. 

Fossils and Paleoenvironment 
Sir J.W. Dawson identified a variety of plant species in the Vancouver area 

(1895 cited in Bunvash 1918). Flora identified are ferns, palms, sedges, cotton- 

woods, willows, oaks, figs, and redwoods. Bunvash (1918) interpreted ths  to 

represent a climate much warmer than today. These fossils appear to be generally 

from the Huntingdon Formation, although plants described from "Stanley Park" 

may include Upper Cretaceous Nanairno Group flora. 

Mustoe (1997) has published an excellent review of fossils found in the 

Chuckanut Formation. There is a dearth of animal fossils in the Chuckanut Basin; 

the most notable rare specimens include a turtle carapace, some unidentified bone 

fragments of a larger animal, and footprints of a "Heron-like" wadmg bird. Some 

locations yield freshwater bivalve specimens, and fossilized insect wings have also 

been found. Plant fossils are most common (e.g. Figure 27) and almost every site 

yields new tam. The paleoenvironmental conditions are interpreted to have been 

similar to subtropical low elevation rainforests. 

Economic potential of the Chuckanut Basin 

Hydrocarbons 

The Huntingdon and Chuckanut formations are of some economic interest 

because of their potential for containing hydrocarbons. Several studies have focused 

on the hydrocarbon potential of the Chuckanut Basin, including a major Geological 

Survey of Canada initiative @longer, 1990); a study commissioned by the Province 





of British Columbia (,lnderson, 1991); and several reviews of research and drilling 

programs (Bustin, 1990 and Hurst, 1992), among others. More than 20 exploration 

wells have been drilled in the area (Figure 5), although the findlngs do not yet 

demonstrate extensive hydrocarbon preserc-ation. 

The sandstones of the Huntingdon Formation, in general, have good 

potential as a reservoir rock (Anderson, 1991), but the area appears moderate to 

poor in terms of the extent and maturity of source rocks (Bustin, 1990). Gas 

cbssolved in solution has been found in several wells in the basin (Bustin, 1990; 

Hurst, 1992) and there is a potential for economic accumulation (Hurst, 1992). 

Unfortunately, potential structural traps appear to have been perforated bv faulting, 

mahng large pools unlikely, although there is some chance that numerous ideally 

restricted gas pools exist in the smaller fault-controlled blocks (Hurst, 1992). If the 

Mist field in Oregon is used as an example of a similar basin, there may be several 

pools of less than 2.2 x 108 m3 (Hurst, 1992). 

Coal in the Ch uckan ut Forrna tion 

Coal seams in the Chuckanut Formation are up to 2.5 metres thick (Griggs, 

1966). First mined in 1853, the extensive coal beds in the Chuckanut Formation 

became an important economic resource (Lasmanis, 1991). During the period of 

1900-1918 four million tons of coal was produced annually in the region (Lasmanis, 

1991). There are currently no active coal mines in the basin. 

Aggregate mining in the Hun tingdon Forma tion 

'I'he Huntingdon Formation at Sumas Mountain contains clay beds having 

economic value. It is not clear exactly when the mine began operation, but clay was 

mined as early as 1907 (Report of the Ministry of Mines for British Columbia 1908, 

cited by Kerr 1942). Today, the claystones continue to be mined for industrial clav 

uses by Clayburn Industries Ltd. and are one of the few economic clay deposits in 

\vestern North America. The pits on Sumas Lfountain are also mined by Ida rge  

Cement. The sandstone, siltstone, and conglomerate of the Huntingdon Formation 

are crushed to be used as aggregate in local cement production. The pits thcse 
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sediments are taken from were an invaluable resource for this study, as thc 

esposures within the pits are far superior to those on other parts of the mountain 

(Figure 6). 

Tectonic Setting 

Tectonic Regime During the Paleogene Epoch 

During the Paleogene Epoch, the western margin of North America in the 

vicimty of what is now southern British Columbia and north-western Washington 

State, experienced three major phases of tectonic evolution (Ewing, 1980; Heller et 

al., 1987) (Figure 7). Only the first two phases contributed significantly to the 

evolution of the Chuckanut Basin, with the final phase occurring during the 

Oligocene Epoch as sedimentation in the Basin diminished. 

In the Paleocene Epoch and prior to the middle of the Eocene Epoch, 

tectonic forces in the region were largely compressive (Heller et al. 1987). The most 

westerly terranes, includmg the Crescent and Pacific Rim Terranes (of Vancouver 

Island and the Olympic Peninsula), were accreting to the North American continent. 

Development of a minor magmatic arc occurred inboard of the Chuckanut Basin. 

The Cretaceous Nanaimo Group was uplifted, folded, and eroded mostly during 

middle Eocence time, probably about 45 million years ago (England and Bustin 

1998, Maclue, 2002). Evidence for a possible early Paleocene uplift event is 

suggested by the presence of sedunentary clasts sourced from the Nanaimo Group 

recognized in the late Paleocene Huntingdon Formation on Sucia Island by Mustard 

and Rouse (1992). Synsedimentary folds in the lower part of the Chuckanut 

Formation also occurred in the mid-Tertiary (Haugerud, 1998). The cessation of this 

folding and uplift coincides with the final doclang of the Crescent and Pacific Rim 

'I'erranes at around 40-45 Llya (England and Bustin 1998) and the initiation of a new 

tectonic regime. 

By mid-Eocene time what has been interpreted as a distal volcanic arc had 

developed (Dostal et al., 2001) causing extension in the forearc region (Heller et al., 

1987). During much o f  Eocene time, dextral transcurrent motion occurred on the 



continent, likely caused by strain partitioning of oblique (northward) subduction of 

the Pacific (or I<&) and Farallon plates. This oblique motion was accommodated by 

major strike-slip faults such as those in the Fraser/Straight Creek Fault System 

(active after 37 Ma and before 35 Ma; Llonger and Journeay, 1994). Several strike- 

slip basins occurred along these faults, in what is now the United States of America 

(Tycc, Chumstick, Chikumchuk and Swauk Basins, among others), as well as in 

Canada (Princeton, Hat Creek, Coldtvater, and Tulameen Basins, among others). 

These non-marine basins are largely graben or wrench-type, pull-apart basins (Heller 

et al; 1987) They are relatively small and in proximity and relationship to one or 

more boundmg strike-slip faults or half grabens. Basin fills are typically alluvial 

sedments interbedded with volcanic flows. The rapid deposition in these 

successions is characteristic of strike-slip basins. 

The final tectonic regime was a return to du-ect subduction of the Juan de 

Fuca oceanic plate system, a plate boundary compressive regime, and the full 

development of the Cascade Arc during early Oligocene time (Ewing, 1980; Heller et 

al., 1987). T h s  third regime coincides with the cessation of sedimentation in the 

Chuckanut Basin. biodels of the basin's tectonic evolution are discussed in Chapter 

2. 

An alternative hypothesis for the arrangements of the north eastern Pacific 

tectonic plates during early Paleocene time was presented by Haeussler et al. (2003). 

In t h s  arrangement, there was an additional plate called the Resurrection Plate east 

of the I<& Plate and north of the Farallon Plate. In t h s  hypothesis, the 

Resurrection Plate was subducting eastward under the North American Plate and 

was separated from the I<ula and Farallon Plates by spreading ridges. The 

subduction of the Resurrection Plate would have been complete by 47 Ma, after 

whch  the previously described dextral motion of the I<ula or Pacific plate relative to 

North America would have begun (Haeussler et al., 2003). 



Chapter 2 - Geologic and Tectonic Setting 

Introduction 
Data collected during the field season link the development of the 

Huntingdon Formation to the tectonic development of the western margin of North 

,America, reinforcing work completed in the region. 

General Stratigraphy of the Huntingdon Formation 
Dependmg on the location, the Huntingdon Formation rests either 

nonconformably on igneous basement (at Sumas Mountain Canada) or 

disconformably on the lower part of the Cretaceous Nanairno Group (in Vancouver) 

(Mustard and Rouse 1994). The Huntingdon Formation is disconformably overlain 

by the hliocene Boundary Bay Formation (marine silts and sands) (Mustard and 

Rouse, 1994) (Figure 2 and Figure 3). The Huntingdon Formation is interpreted to 

bc 1.5 to 3 km thlck in the subsurface (Figure 3; Mustard and Rouse, 1994; 

Haugerud, 1998). At Sumas Mountain (Canada) the type section consists of 

approsimatcly 350 metres of section (Figure 18; Appendlx D). Outcrops of the 

Huntingdon Formation consist of interbedded sandstone, mudstone, and 

conglomerate and are interpreted to represent fluvial deposition (see Chapters 3 and 

4). 

General Structure of the Chuckanut Basin 
The current margins of the Chuckanut Basin are tectonically controlled, 

mahng it a structural basin and not a sedimentary basin. In the north, the uplift of 

the Coast Plutonic Complex has limited the extent of the basin. In the south, the 

basin has been extensively folded along a north-north-westerly trend. (Johnson, 

1984). In general, bedding in the north dips to the south and beddmg in the south 

&ps towards the north (Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 5). The basin thus forms a 

large asymmetrical syncline. 

During the Paleogene, the Chuckanut Basin must have covered a larger area. 

The now missing northern extension of the Huntingdon has been truncated by the 



uplift of the Coast Mountains during the last 10 million vears (Journeay and vari 

Ulden, 1998). 

The southern edge of the Coast hlountains, just north of the city of 

Vancouver, marks the southern extent of the Coast plutonic uplift. T h s  uplift may 

have included thc northern edge of the Cuckanut Basin. Outcrops in thls area form 

Burnaby Mountain, Grant Hill, Silverdale Hill, and IGtsilano Beach. At these 

elevated locations the beddlng planes of the Huntingdon tend to &p shallowly 

towards the south. In contrast, bedding planes of the Huntingdon formation 

encountered towards the centre of the basin and tend to be essentially flat-lying, 

includmg at the proposed type section locality (Figure BP - A, Figure 3, Figure 5 and 

Figure 1 5). 

The morhng hypothesis of this study is that the uplift of the Coast Plutonic 

Complex led to erosion of an unknown extent of the Huntingdon Formation whle 

at the same time gently foldmg material to the south of the Coast Mountains. T h s  

uplift formed the northern half of the asymmetrical syncline of the Chuckanut Basin 

(Figure 3). 

Geology and Structure of the Huntingdon Formation at Sumas 
Mountain (Canada) 

At Sumas Mountain (Canada) the Huntingdon Formation and an unnamed 

igneous body are exposed on the southwest third of mountain, (BP - A) herein 

referred to as Lower Sumas Mountain (Canada). The eastern contact of the 

Huntingdon Formation is an apparently noncomformable contact of igneous rock 

(Kerr, 1943) (cross section on BP - A). T h s  rock body was exposed in the floodplain 

when the Huntingdon Formation was laid down, and presumably the paludal and 

economic claystone deposits in the lower part of the stratigraphy (Figure 18 or 

,ippendis D) were enhanced by the sheltering position and weathering of this 

igneous body (I(err, 1942). Immedately west of the nonconformity are the aggregate 

pits of Clayburn Industries and Sumas Shale Limited. These pits expose large areas 

of sandstone, mudstone, and conglomerate. 



Near McI<ee Peak, the hghest point on Lower Sumas hlountain (Canada), 

resistant conglomerate and sandstone arc exposed as cliffs (BP - A, back pocket, 

Figure 8, and Figure 23). It was these cliffs whch  originally drew the attention of 

Daly (1912). Outcrops in thls region are generally resistant beds of sandstone or 

conglomerate underlain by a small exposure of recessively eroded blocky mudstone. 

Towards the west, the mudstones, sandstones, and conglomerates of the 

Huntingdon Formation on Sumas Mountain are separated by a horst of the 

unnamed igneous rock. This horst is defined by two normal faults on thc east 

(Figure BP - A, back pocket). The sense of motion on  these faults is defined by drag 

folds in the sedimentary rocks. Bedding in the Huntingdon Formation tends to be 

flat-lying or shallowly dpping (in general to the south), except in a domain near 

these two faults, where sedimentary beds dip between 40 and 60 degrees towards the 

northeast (Figure 15). The locations of both normal faults are defined by thc 

formation of recessively eroded valleys (or saddles) in Sumas Mountain (Figure BP - 

li, back pocket and Figure 8). The western fault is also defined by a lithologic change 

(sandstone to igneous) and increasing fracture density in the igneous rock. The 

eastern fault trace is entirely withln the Huntingdon Formation. It is interpreted to 

lie beneath a linear series of ponds and streams in the topographcally lowest part of 

the valley. Existence of the eastern fault is supported by the relatively low 

topography of the valley, with both sides of the fault made up of the relatively 

recessive Huntingdon Formation. 

The western side of the horst is defined by a deeply eroded valley (Figure BP - A and 

Figure 8). Lithologies at the base of thls valley are obscured by Quaternary deposits 

(generally till), although to the east cliffs of the unnamed igneous formation occur, 

and to the west outcrops of the Huntingdon Formation can be found. The contact is 

interpreted as a fault because of the deeply eroded linear valley, as well as an increasc 

in density and decrease in fracture spacing in outcrops close to the interpretcd 

contact. 

At the western edge of Sumas hlountain, the elevation of the bedrock surface 





of the Huntingdon Formation drops steeply and is covered by Quaternary sedments 

(Figure BP - ,I). Outcrops on the western side of the mountain are sparse, and 

generally consist of sandstone and with some conglomerate. Quaternary sediments 

cover most of the western part of the study area. 

South of Sumas hlountain is Sumas Prairie, a flat lying region between Sumas 

and Vedder Mountains. The prairie is commonly interpreted as a graben; t h s  

structure is dscussed below. Until the early 2 0 t h  Century, Sumas Prairie was the site 

of Sumas Lake, whch was drained to create more farmland in the region. 

Brittle Structures at Sumas Mountain (Canada) 
Brittle deformation structures at Sumas Mountain (Canada) include fractures 

and faults. Poles to fracture planes presented in t h s  section are plotted on a lower 

hemisphere equal area Schmidt stereonet projection with a density count of poles to 

planes. Measurements are uncorrected except for a subset of fractures in the 

Huntingdon Formation defined to be withn a fault domain (discussed below). 

All poles to fracture planes show a strong trend to the north-northeast and a 

slightly weaker trend west-northwest or northwest (Figure 9). Rotation of fracture 

measurements in the fault domain servcs to slightly strengthen these trends, as 

shown in Figure 9 - C and D and discussed below. These two trends correspond to 

regional trends dscussed by Journeay and van Ulden (1998), and Journeay and 

Morrison (1999) for the inter-arc setting in the Neogene Period. 

The age relationshp between the two fracture trends is difficult to unravel 

with the data collected in t h s  study. The trends were possibly caused by margirl- 

normal shortening during a compressive tectonic phase, by dextral motion due to 

strain partitioning on the continent, or as a more likely scenario, a combination of 

both. 

By late Eocene time, the accretion of Crescent and Pacific &m terranes was 

completed (cited in England and Bustin, 1998). T h s  coincided with a return to an 

orthogonal stress regime, although further north, in the back arc region, this same 

event reactivated old features into dextral motion (Journeay and van Ulden, 1998). 
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Figure 9 - Fracture planes measured at Sumas Mountain (Canada). 
Large circles are extensional fractures, large squares are shear fractures, and small circles are 
unknown. 



All fractures measured in the Huntingdon Formation also show the nvo 

regional trends (northeast and northwest) identified by Journeay and Morrison 

(1999) (Figure 10). Fractures in the unnamed igneous rock depict a very strong 

northeast trend. T h s  northeast trend is interpreted as the older trend mentioned by 

Journey and van Ulden (1998) from early Paleogene time. The relative lack of the 

northwest trend in the igneous rock could be a result of greater rock competence 

compared to the relatively incompetent sedmentary rocks of the Huntingdon 

Formation. If the rocks of the Huntingdon Formation are less competent, brittle 

fractures caused by stress may be more common in the Huntingdon Formation 

versus the unnamed but hghly competent igneous rock. The second major trend 

(northwest) is then interpreted to have occurred during the middle Eocene, 

coincidmg with Journey and van Ulden's (1998) later brittle fracturing events. 

Known estensional fractures in the study area (Figure 11) once again display 

the two strong (orthogonal) regional trends. Thls trend occurs in the Huntingdon 

Formation, but is not as apparent in the unnamed igneous body. However the 

majority of known extensional features are from the Huntingdon Formation and 

relatively few extensional fractures were identified in the igneous rocks, making them 

insufficient for defining these subtle trends. 

Known shear fractures at Sumas Mountain display two trends: north- 

northeast and north-northwest (Figure 12). This may be a result of measurements 

near faults, as these values are suggestive of rideil shears related to the northwesterly 

trending horst faults. They are also suggestive of northwest dxected compression. h 

compilation of the few recognised igneous rock shear fractures also indcates a 

northeasterly trend. 

'l'hc regional trends of northeast and northwest also appear in stereoplots of 

fractures of unknown development, and once again the northeast trend is the 

stronger (Figure 13). In unknown fractures, the Huntingdon Formation shotvs a 

balance of both northeast and northwest trends, and the igneous rock again mainly 

displays a northeast trend. 
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Figure 10 -Fracture planes measured at Sumas Mountain (Canada). 
Large circles are extensional fractures, large squares are shear fractures, and small circles are 
unknown. 
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Flgurc 11 - Fracture planes measured at Suinas Mountain (Canada). 
Large circles are extensional fractures, large squares are shear fractures, and small circles are 
unknown. 
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Figure 12 - Fracture planes measured at Suinas Mountain (Canada). 
Large circles are extensional fractures, large squares are shear fractures, and small circles are 
unknown. 
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rlgure 13 - 1:racture planes measured at Sumas Mountain (Canada). 
Large circles are extensional fractures, large squares are shear fractures, and small circles are 
unknown. 



The small number of minor faults observed in this studv make statisucal 

analysis suspect; however, principal dLt-ection analysis of these faults do show a trcnd 

northeast and southwest (Figure 13). Esamples of extensional and compressional 

minor faulting are visible on Mosaic BP-H (Faults). 

;\ subset of stations show data apparently unrelated to the regional fracture 

trends, specifically those in close prosimity to either of the normal faults whch 

define the eastern side of the horst. These stations were separated out as a fault 

domain. A station is defined to lie tvithln thls domain if it is between the two faults 

on the eastern side of the horst or within 100 m of the eastern fault (note that some 

stations within 100 m of  map &stance were removed based on elevation changes). 

Figurc 15 &splays all poles to measured bedding plancs in the study area. These 

poles occur in two clusters. The first cluster is larger and dips just west and slightly 

south of 0 degrees. The second cluster is smaller and dips to the northeast. This 

smaller cluster contains measurements of beddlng withn the fault domain. The 

bedding in t h s  area is interpreted to have been folded into a drag fold by the action 

of the fault. The average strike and dip of fault domain bedding planes is 308"/43". 

'l'his value was used to correct fractures measured at these stations back to their pre- 

tilting orientation (Figure 16). 

In a comparison of bed-tilt corrected and uncorrected poles to fracture 

planes in the fault domain, the northwest and northeast trends in the rotated data 

correspond to local regional trends, whereas the uncorrected data do not. The drag 

fold, interpreted to have rotated these fracture planes, was caused by the 

development o f  the horst, thus the horst must have occurrcd after both of the 

regional fracturing trends. As the trends occurred during the Paleogene and the 

Neogene epochs, the horst must have formed during or after the middle Neogene. 

The timing of this horst is important as it is likely related to the development of a 

northeast-trending structural feature known locally as the Sumas Valley Graben. T h s  

discussion will use this name (Figure 2). This fcature is bounded on the southeast by 

the northeast-trending Vedder &fountain Fault, and on the northwest by the inferred 
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Figure 14 - Minor Faults measured at Sumas hIountain (Canada). 
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Figure 15 - Ucddmg planes measured at Sumas Mountain (Canada). 
Note the concentration of fault domain beddmg poles in the lower left quadrant. 



Figure 16 - Fracture planes measurcd at Sumas Mountain (Canada). 
Large circles are extensional fractures, large squares are shear fractures, and small circles are 
unknown. 



northeast-trending Sumas Mountain Fault @Longer and Journeay, 1 )  If the 

Sumas Valley Graben did occur contemporaneouslp with the horst on lower Sumas 

Mountain (Canada), the graben could not have preceded the Neogene Epoch, and 

likely did not precede the middle of the Miocene Epoch. 

Models of the Tectonic Evolution of the Chuckanut Basin 
The tectonic evolution of the Chuckanut Basin is important to our 

understanding of the Huntingdon Formation, as well as to the tectonics of the 

western margin of North idmeria during the Paleogene Epoch. Unfortunatelv, the 

evolution of the basin is not well understood. 

Five models of basin evolution are reviewed in thls chapter. Johnson (1984, 

1985) and Mustard and Rouse (1994) have proposed sedimentation in an abnormally 

large strike-slip basin. Cheney (2000) proposes that the apparent strike-slip basins 

observed in the field are actually the erosional remnants of t h s  larger basin. Other 

models for the Chuckanut Basin include: a benched forearc basin, a peripheral 

foreland basin, and a complex hybrid basin incorporating features from some of the 

other models. This section discusses of these five models, some of their features, 

and the implications for the Chuckanut basin. 

Strike-shp Basin 

During the Eocene Epoch, the Farallon (or I<&) Plate was subducting 

obliquely under the western margin of North America. Strain partitioning of this 

subduction created many strike-slip basins in the region. Using thls evidence, and 

characteristics of the basin, Johnson (1984, 1985) interpreted the Chuckanut Basin to 

be a strike-slip basin. Recent work has modified the interpretation of many of the 

observations used to create this model. Johnson suggested the Chuckanut Formation 

was up to 6000 m thick and deposited entirely within the Eocene, indmting 

extremely rapid secbmentation, a common characteristic of strike-slip basins. 

However, the sedimentary package is actually probably less than 3000 m thick 

(Hageruud, 1998; Mustard and Rouse, 1994) and deposition probably began in the 

Paleocene Epoch and ended in the early part of the Oligocene Epoch. The larger 



apparent thickness reported by Johnson is probably due to the existence of 

previously unrccognised thrust faults in the Chuckanut Hills, and thus repetition of 

strata in thls area (Hageruud, 1998). Sedunentary evidence discussed in Chapter 4 

nonetheless indicates the Chuckanut and Huntingdon formations may have had h g h  

sedimentation rates, though not as high as proposed by Johnson (1984). 

Johnson suggested that the basin was constrained by the Fraser/Straight 

Creek fault system on the east, and by an as-yet undscovered fault on the west. 

Evidence for the postulated western fault (the proposed Seattle Fault) has not been 

found, and motion on the eastern bounding faults has been constrained. hfotion on 

the Fraser Fault must have occurred after 47 Ma and before 35 hla (;"\.longer and 

Journeay, 1994), entirely within the Eocene Epoch. Thus, dextral motion 

corresponds only to, at most, the second half of basin deposition. 

Johnson recognizes that to be a strike-slip basin, the Chuckanut would have 

to be one of estraordnary size, larger than any other yet recognised. The largest 

strike-slip basins are up to 50 km wide with a length to width ratio of between 1:1 

and 10:l (Nilsen and Sylvester, 1995). The Chuckanut Basin is now understood to be 

even larger than Johnson reported, extending at least 150 km by 80 km, to include 

the early Tertiary strata in the Greater Vancouver area and on the Gulf islands. Thus, 

it is unlikely that the basin is an example of a simple strike-slip basin, although the 

tectonic regime definitely suggests strike-slip motion may have had a role in its 

development. 

Large Regional Basin 

Cheney (2000) has suggested that the s e h e n t s  in the Chuckanut Basin and 

other smaller basins (such as the Tyee, Chumstick, Chlkumchuk, and Swauk Basins) 

along the western margin of North America were once part of a single large basin 

covering much of  northwestern Washington State. These smaller basins are usually 

interpreted to have formed as a series of strike-slip basins. However in Cheney's 

hypothesis sedimentation would not necessarily have been controlled by transcurrent 

motion, but erosional remnants of the rocks are preferentially preserved in close 



proximity to transcurrent fault zones (Cheney 2000). It is beyond the scope of this 

studv to test a claim of this magnitude (though a large detailed stratigraphic study of 

correlations between the basins might). 

T h s  model seems unlikely: the basins have different sedimentation styles, 

varying periods of deposition, many undeniable strike-slip features, and the 

interbedded volcanic rocks that are present in some basins are not present in all. 

Even if t h s  model is correct, one would still need to identify the tectonic evolution 

of thls postulated larger basin. 

Ridged Forearc Basin evof ving to Benched Forearc Basin 

Ridged and benched forearc basins are similar to normal forearc basins. 

Sedimentation occurs in a region in front of a magmatic arc, between the arc and the 

trench, and subsidence occurs by lithospheric flexure or extension of the area in 

front of the arc (Dickinson, 1995). However, in both ridged and benched forearc 

basins (Figure 17) the trench slope break is topographcally hgher than the basin 

(Dichnson, 1995). If the trench slope break is hgher than sea level sediment in the 

basin will initially be marine, but will eventually become continental. This reflects the 

transition from a ridged forearc basin to a benched forearc basin. A lack of marine 

sedimentation is a crucial feature for basin models encompassing the Chuckanut and 

Huntingdon Formations, as marine influence has not been observed anywhere in the 

basin (Mustard and Rouse, 1994; Johnson, 1984). 

As discussed above, a "magmatic arc" developed to the east of the 

Chuckanut Basin during Paleocene time to Oligocene time and beyond (Figure 7). 

This arc complex was one of the major source areas for the Chuckanut Basin 

(dmussed in Chapters 3 and 4), however a forearc model does not account for the 

second possible source area lying to the northwest. The model is supported by the 

existence of some volcanic layers w i t h  some members of the Chuckanut 

Formation, such as tuff beds which occur in both the Bellingham Bay and 

Governor's Point members of the Chuckanut Formation (Johnson 1984). 



Peripheral Foreland Basin 

A peripheral foreland basin can be developed by attempted subduction in the 

forearc setting (Niall, 1995) and can "overlie, adjoin, and may be overridden by 

subduction complexes and overlap marginal sediment wedges of subducting plates" 

(iLliall 1995, 394). The uplift of  the Naniamo Group, possibly during the Paleocene 

Epoch and/or Eocene Epoch, could represent uplift due to initial interaction with 

underplating accreted terranes, such as the Pacific Rim and Crescent terranes. Age 

constraints on these uplift and erosion events are not precise; however, if sediments 

from this uplift were deposited into the Chuckanut Basin, it would have been as a 

peripheral foreland basin. Sedlments on Sucia Island contain reworked Nanairno 

Group material (nlustard, pers. cornrn., 2002) and support the peripheral foreland 

basin model. Unfortunately, as is the case for the previous model, a peripheral 

foreland basin model does not account for the major sedment source lying to the 

east. 

Polyhistoric, Hybrid or Successor Basin 

Hybrid basins occur in regions of complex tectonics such as subduction 

zones (Nilsen and Sylvester, 1995). They represent several varied styles of basin 

evolution acting sequentially or in concert within one basin, developing multiple or 

overlapping styles of  sedmentation. With thls model, features characteristic of the 

previous models may become incorporated into a single basin model. The multiple 

phases of tectonic evolution during deposition and multiple source areas of the 

Chuckanut suggest varied controls on the basin's evolution. Thus, the Chuckanut 

Basin may have had ridged forearc basin, benched forearc basin, peripheral foreland 

basin, and strike-slip basin influences or periods of development. There is support 

for t h s  interpretation. Ingcrsoll and Busby (1995) note: 

A basin should be classified according to its tectonic setting at the 
time of deposition of a given stratigraphic interval; thus a basin.. .may 
change its tectonic setting rapidly and often (6). 

Sedimentation in the Chuckanut Basin occurred under a number of varying tectonic 



Figure 17 - Two styles of forearc deposition. 
A - ridged (emergent ridge) forearc basin. Sedtmentation takes place b e h d  a raised 
protective ridge, but (at least initially) below sea level. B - benched forearc basin. . . 
Scdvnentation occurs belund a ridge, but above sea level. T r  - trench, Tsb - trench slope 
brcak (altered from Diclunson 1995). 



regimes. It  is clear that a model mhlch includes an evolution of tectonic styles over 

the age of  the basin is required. 

Conclusions 
Brittle fractures within the field area correlate to regional fracture trends 

idenufied by Journeay and van Ulden (1998) and Journeay and Morrison (1999). 

These trend roughly northwest (possibly thc older set) and northeast (possibly the 

vounger set). Shear fractures in the field area are indicative of northeast/southwest 

compression. 

Stress and strain from plate motions during deposition of the sediments were 

either directed roughly northeast due to oblique subduction, or roughly northwest 

due to strain partitioning of oblique subduction or  transcurrent motion 

The Chuckanut Basin is a broad, tectonically controlled structural basin, 

which developed as a result of  several tectonic regimes. The basin contains attributes 

of  forearc, strike slip, and possibly peripheral foreland basins, and as such, the 

working hypothesis for the basin's evolution is that it reflects a hybrid basin. 



Chapter 3 - Huntingdon Stratigraphy and 
Sedimentology 

Introduction 
As dmussed in Chapter 1 the literature contains great confusion regardng 

the name(s) of Tertiary-aged sedunents in the Chuckanut Basin. Much of t h s  

confusion should be cleared up somewhat by the development of a formal type 

section for the Huntingdon Formation. 

Stratigraphic Section 
The Huntingdon Formation at Sumas Mountain (Canada) is exposed in a 

series of active quarries, housing excavations and exposed cliffs (these cliffs tend to 

comprise resistantly weathered sandstone and conglomerate). A complete 

stratigraphc section could not be extracted without an estensive drilling program. 

For this reason, a composite section has been produced for t h s  study. Even with a 

composite section, there are gaps where no esposure occurs at the surface. The 

majority of the scction was described and mapped in 2002; however the upper 70m 

was described in 1992 by Dr. Peter Mustard and was published by hlustard and 

Rouse (1994). The complete section is found in Appendix D, and Figure 18 

constitutes a summary. 

The Huntingdon Formation at Sumas Mountain (Canada) eshbits a broad 

coarsening-upward trend. Withn thls general framework are many smaller fining- 

upward trends. The lowest part of the section contains fine-grained sediments such 

as claystone, siltstone, and mudstone, with a relatively small amount of medium- 

grained sandstone. Sedimentary structures in the lower 40 metres are h t e d  mostly 

to current ripples and horizontal planar lamination. Fossilised leaves are common 

and coal layers up to 30 cm in thickness occur locally. ,is one moves up-section, 

sandstone and conglomerate increase in abundance, and coarser-grained sandstones 

begin to increase in abundance. Coarser sandstones contain trough cross- 



Legend 
(elevation io mtns) 

Trough - Cross-beds 

Figure 18 - Proposed composite type section of the Huntingdon Formation, Sumas 
Mountain (Canada). 
See text for discussion. 



stratification and rare planar tabular cross-stratification. The conglomerate contains 

trough and planar tabular cross-stratification. The first conglomerate lavers appear 

near 125 metres; above thls, many of the fining-upwards cycles begin with a 

conglomerate layer. N o  claystone occurs above approsirnatelv 150 metres, but 

siltstone and mudstone remain common until about 250 metres. Between 200 and 

275 metres, concretions and concretionary layers are common in both mudstone and 

sandstone. Close to 275 metres, thck  (up to 12 m) beds of multi-storey stacked 

conglomerate and coarse-grained sandstone occur. There is a large gap in the section 

between 275 metres and 475 metres. The uppermost parts of the section contain 

thck  successions of multi-storey conglomerate and coarse-grained sandstone beds. 

Interpretations of the stratigraphic section are discussed at the end of this chapter. 

Facies in the stratigraphic section 

Lithofacies Codes 
Description of facies can be greatly facilitated by the use of facies codes such 

as those presented by Miall (1978) and modlfied many times since (e.g. Miall, 1985; 

bliall, 1996). In hliall's assessment: 

. . . sedimentological research has demonstrated that much of the 
apparent variability in sedunentary units dsguises a h t e d  range of 
basic lithofacies and biofacies types. The depositional processes w h c h  
control the development of clastic fluvial lithofacies, such as traction- 
current transportation, with its accompanying fluid turbulence and its 
effects on  beds of clastic grains, are common to all rivers and obey thc 
same physical laws everywhere, with the production of similar suites 
of lithofacies (Mall 1996, 77). 

In the early stages of fieldwork, each facies was described individually. 

However, as the field season progressed, hliall's lithofacies codes (e.g. Mall, 1996) 

were used. In general, the lithologies for each general grain size category did not vary 

greatly across the field area. Thus, sedimentary structures became the primary way of 

distinguishing various facies. Facies observed are described below, divided broadly 

by grain size, and listed from coarsest to finest. 



Conglomerate facies 
Conglomerates for thls study are defined as gravel bearing rocks with greater 

than 30?h clasts (Boggs Jr. 2001). The conglomerate facies exhbit a dark grey to 

black, tan, or a tan-brown weathered surface, and a light grey or whtish tan fresh 

surface. They are generally moderately to well lihfied, but some locations contain 

very poorly cemented rocks that are highly friable, permitting dmggregation by hand 

(Figure 19). Clasts within the conglomcrate facies vary generally from sub-rounded 

to rounded and &splay low to hgh  degrees of sphericity. The clast size varies from 

granule (>2mm) up to 10 cm in length. In most conglomerate facies clast size ranges 

between 2 and 6 cm, but the range withn any one bed tends not to be greater than 2 

cm. The clasts comprise a variety of different rock types, mostly chert and igneous 

volcanic clasts, followed by (in decreasing significance), those of igneous intrusive, 

scdimcntary, quartz, and finally metamorphic (Figure 20). T h n  section analysis 

shows a matrix of subangular grains of lithc fragments, quartz, and feldspar. The 

majority of lithc fragments are chert (megachert or sutured quartz, comprising 40- 

50%), but detrital micas are common (15-20%). Mica grains commonly display 

compaction deformation around neighbouring grains. The matrix of the 

conglomerate facies consists of coarse upper to coarse lower sand-sized particles 

similar to the sandstone facies described below. Matrix grains are generally 

subangular. The most common grains in the matrix are chert and quartz. 

,411 conglomerate beds overlie a sharp, commonly irregular erosional 

boundary and many grade upwards into medium- to very coarse-grained pebble rich 

sandstone (Figure 21). Most conglomerates show weak imbrication of clasts. Internal 

erosion surfaces withn the conglomerates are common, and are typically difficult or 

in~possible to separate. 

The extent of the conglomerate facies is k t e d  in the stratigraphlcally lower 

parts of the section, but their dstribution increases up section, and multi-storey 

stacked conglomerates (some sections in excess of 12 metres thick) make up major 

portions of the upper cliffs (visible in Figure 8). In the lower section, conglomerate 



Figure 19 - Recessively eroded pebbly sandstone underlying conglomerate. 



Figure 20 - Pebble conglomerate - squares on scale card are Icm wide. 



Figure 21 - Pebble conglomerate, fining upward to medum-grained sandstone. 



occurs in t h n  (20-40 cm thlck) beds, some of whch are laterally extensive, but most 

forming lenses between one and five metres in length. 

Fractures and faults witlun conglomerate commonly display an area of 

redhsh alteration three to four centirnetres wide on both sides of the feature. Tlus 

alteration is presumably iron staining due to groundwater flow. Rarely conglomerate 

beds are also marked by sporadc concretionary layers, whch tend to parallel 

bedding planes. O n  average these concretions are about 20 cm thck. 

Two variations of conglomerate lithofacies can be identified: 

Horizon taUy Bedded Conglomera te (Litho facies code Gh after M i d  299q 

Horizontally bedded conglomerate occurs in layers or lenses. It rarely displays 

weak imbrication, but is otherwise featureless. 

Cross-Stratified Conglomerate (Gt-trough and Gp-planar) 

Cross-stratified conglomerate also occurs in horizontal layers or lenses. 

Cross stratification varies evenly between trough and planar tabular cross- 

stratification, but exact identification is commonly difficult because of two- 

dunensional exposures overlapping erosion surfaces and removal of the tops of 

many sets. (Figure 22 and Figure 23) 

Sandstone Facies 
The sandstone facies in the study area are broadly grouped into two categories: 

medlum- to very coarse-grained sandstone and very fine- to medium-grained 

sandstone. Three discrete sandstone facies occur in each category: massive 

(apparently structureless) sandstone, horizonally stratified sandstone, and current 

rippled sandstone. These facies are listed with the grain size they occur with most 

commonly. Featureless sandstone is described with the coarser-grained sandstones 

facies, and current rippled sandstone and horizontally stratified sandstone are 

described with the finer-grained facies. 



Figure 22 - Cross-stratified pebble conglomerate. 
Inhvidual cross-strata are approximately 10 centimetre thick. Bed thickness is 1.5 metres. 



Figure 23 - Cross-stratified conglomerate. 
Inlvidual cross-strata are approximately 10 centirnetre thick. Bed thickness is 1.5 metres. 



Medium- to very coarse-grained sandstone facies 
The greatest variability of sehmentary structures occurs withln the medurn- 

to very coarse-grained sandstone facies. Weathering colours vary from shades of tan, 

brown (dark brown, grey brown, whte  brown, tan brown, and reddish brown) to 

grey, dark grey to black, or tan. Fresh surfaces &splay shades of grey (grey, light 

grey), rare brown, or most commonly a "salt and pepper" appearance made up of 

light grey or white with dark flecks. Sandstones vary from poorly to well lithfied, 

and many locations effervesce with the application of &lute HCl, demonstrating 

relatively common calcareous cement. In hand specimen or outcrop, grains of 

quartz, feldspar, lithic fragments, and various types of mica are visible. Individual 

grains are generally subangular, and sphericity is low to moderate. Grain size withm 

these sediments ranges from medium- to very coarse-grained sand, although withln 

any one bed the grain size range is restricted to one or two grain size &visions with a 

tendency to fine upwards slightly. Some beds contain a few pebbles or granules, 

commonly layered, at their base. 

Thin section analysis of  medium- to coarse-grained sandstones shows grains 

to be subangular to subrounded. The most common grains are lithic fragments 

(45%), the majority of whch are chert but some mafic volcanic grains occur as well. 

In decreasing abundance the remaining grain compositions are quartz (20%), 

feldspar (15'/0), and detrital mica (3-5%). There is a trace amount of h g h  

birefringence accessory minerals, such as tourmaline and epidote (<3%). Cement 

(15%) is a varying mixture of calcite, silica, and clay, with calcite the most common. 

These sandstones plot as (chert) lithlc arentites in Folk's 1974 classification (Mustard 

and Rouse, 1994). 

Beds of medium- to coarse-grained sandstone tend to be between 2 and 3 

metres thck but can occur in stacked bedsets. The basal contacts of these facies 

valy, but typically occur as a sharp horizontal surface (Figure 24), an irregular contact 

(Figure 25), or gradation from either conglomerate or  coarser-grained sandstone 

(Figure 21). The irregular lower contacts commonly contain pebble to 



Figure 24 - Extremely regular contact between underlying blocky mudstone and overlymg 
medmm-grained sandstone. 



granule sized particles or layers, or mud intraclasts duectly above the surface. Some 

of the erosion surfaces &splay sole marks, flute casts, or current ripple marks if the 

underlying facies is fine-grained (Figure 26). Upper surfaces of the sandstone facies 

either fine upwards into smaller particle sized sedunents, such as fine-grained 

sandstone or more rarely siltstone, or are erosionally truncated. Withln the coarser- 

grained sandstone facies the overprinting of internal erosion surfaces is common. 

Pebble stringers demarcate many of these surfaces. These facies also contain lenses 

or  interbedded layers o f  siltstone to upper fine-grained sandstone, or  in some places 

coarser-grained sandstone to conglomerate. 

In several locations, the coarse-grained sandstones contain fossil material, 

such as carbonaceous detritus, leaves (Figure 27), leaf fragments, branches (Figure 

28), and trace fossils (Figure 29). Horizontal concretions in sandstone facies are 

relatively common, appear to follow beddmg, and range in thickness from 10 to 50 

cm. The coarser-grained sandstones are similar to the conglomerate facies, in that 

fractures and faults commonly have reddsh alteration halves withn three to four 

centimetres of the feature, possibly reflecting iron staining due to groundwater flow. 

Sandstone facies identified in the field area are: 

Cross-stra tified Sandstone (St and Sp) 

Individual cross-stratified layers commonly display minor fining-upwards 

successions. Cross-strata thicknesses vary from 1 to 20 cm. Trough cross- 

stratification appears to be more common, but exact identification of cross- 

stratification type is difficult (Figure 30 and Figure 31). 

Sandstone with erosive and/or shaUo w scours (Se and Ss) 

T h s  is a relatively rarely used facies designation and most commonly these 

units can be better identified with some other lithofacies code. However, in some 

cases (such as the upper part of mosaic BP - B Goldstream) t h s  code is quite useful. 

These sandstones occur as sandstone-filled scours with curvilinear lower contacts. 



Figure 25 - Irregular erosional contact between underlying blocky mudstone and overlymg 
coarse-grained pebbly sandstone. 



Figure 26 - Flute casts and current ripple marks preserved at the boundary between an 
underlying mudstone and overlying medmm-grained sandstone. 



Figure 27 - Fossilized leaves in medium-grained sandstone (hammer head in bottom right 
corner for scale). 



Figure 28 - Fossilized branches, roots, and leaves between layers of medium- to coarse- 
grained sandstone. 
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Figure 29 - Trace fossils. 
Insect-generated adhesive meniscate burrows (cf., Hasiotis, 2003). 



Figure 30 - Cross-stratified, pebbly, coarse-grained sandstone and conglomerate. 



Figure 31 - Trough cross-stratified, melum-  to coarse-grained sandstone. 



Massive (apparently structureless) mL to vc U Sandstone (Sm) 

hlassive (apparently structureless) sandstone is common, as sedimentary 

structures in the study area seem to be visible only after some weathering or erosion 

has taken place. In many locations, freshly exposed sandstones do not display visible 

features, but weathered sections of the same sandstone displays very obvious 

sedimentan structures. 

Current BppIed Sandstone (Sr) 

This facies, although present in coarser-grained sandstones, is less common 

and is fully is described under fine-grained sandstones (below). 

HorizontaVy Laminated Sandstone (Sh) 

Horizontally Laminated Sandstone occurs more commonly in finer-grained 

sandstones. T h s  facies is described below. 

Fine-grained sandstone facies 
The fine-grained sandstone facies differ somewhat from the coarser-grained 

sandstone. For t h s  reason, they are separated in thls dscussion. Grain sizes vary 

from lower vew fine- to lower medium-grained sandstone. The weathered colour is 

generally tan to dark grey, and the fresh colour is either grey or light grey. Where 

they overlie siltstone and finer-grained rock, the fine-grained sand facies are marked 

bv sharp flat horizontal contacts (Figure 24). They also contain abundant current 

ripples and larger cross stratification. These sandstones tend to contain mica flakes, 

and in some cases also contain some traces of silt as well. Concretions, carbonaceous 

detritus, trace fossils, and fossilized plant material are commonly associated with t h s  

facies. 

Thin section analysis of the fine-grained sandstone facies shows grains to be 

sub-angular and sub-spherical. The most common grains are lithc fragments (45%), 

comprising mostly chert with some mafic volcanic fragments. In decreasing order, 

the remaining grains consist of quartz (30%), feldspar (10-15%), mica (-5%), and 



some accessory minerals (<3%). The sandstones are cemented with a mixture of clay 

and calcite. Fine-grained sandstone facies recognized in the study area are: 

Current fippfed Sandstone (Sr) 

Current rippled sandstone is common. The ripples are, by definition, less 

than 5 cm high, and are commonly stacked into simple bedsets between 30 

centirnetres and two metres thlck. Rare rippled beds occur in the coarser-grained 

sandstones as well (Figure 32). 

Horizon taUy Laminated Sandstone (Sh) 

T h s  facies occurs as horizontal laminated sheets of sandstone. The stratification in 

this facies is generally less than one centirnetre in thckness. Indwidual beds can be 

up to two metres thck, but stacked sets are found. 

Featureless  massive'^ vvfZ to fU Sandstone (Sm) 

Featureless sandstone occurs more commonly in coarser-grained sandstones. 

This facies is described in the previous section. Indmidual beds of t h s  facies are 

commonly between 1 and 4 metres thick but lack of visible structure may be 

obscuring bed contacts. 

Fine-grained sandstone, siftstone and muds tone (FI) 

This facies is predominantly very fine-grained sandstone but also contains 

some siltstone and/or mudstone. T h s  facies is commonly current-rippled or 

featureless. Laminations in this facies can be less than one centimetre thck and beds 

varv from less than 0.5 metres to stacked successions several metres thck. 

Fine-grained facies 
Identification of very fine-grained facies (silt sized and finer) in the field can 

be problematic. In some areas cliff access is limited, and recognising which layer 

talus is derived from can be difficult. At Sumas Mountain (Canada) four fine-grained 

facies are identified, three of whch are somewhat similar: 



Figure 32 - Current ripple laminations and planar parallel horizontal lamination in fine- 
grained sandstone. The irregular boundary of a conglomerate layer is visible in the upper 
left corner. 



Figure 33 - Medmm- to fine-grained sandstone, fining upwards into siltstone and blocky 
mudstone. 



Muds tone and Siltstone, (Fsm, Fm, and Fr) 

The mudstones and siltstones in t h s  area are generally tan, or tan brown on 

weathered surfaces and dark grey to grey fresh surfaces (Figure 33). These fine- 

gained sehmentary rocks commonly occur above sandstone beds (Figure 25) or 

rarely, conglomerate beds. hludstone and siltstone beds can be quite thick - 

exposures greater than five metres thck  were observed in the pits. Presumably 

greater thcknesses exist but if exposed are quickly covered by weathered material, as 

the fine-grained mudstones and siltstones do not resist weathering well. Both facies 

weather recessively, creating small hollows or caves. The mudstone specifically 

contains abundant fossil leaves, trace fossil burrows, and somewhat rarer 

interbedded carbonaceous layers. In some locales, mudstone also contains fossilized 

in-situ roots (Figure 34). Concretions and concretionary layers are relatively common 

and tend to be 20 to 50 cm thck. 

Claystone 

Claystone occurs only in the lower section of the Clayburn Industries pits and 

has a distinctive reddsh colour on both weathered and fresh surfaces (Figure 35). 

T h s  facies is comprised of apparently structureless claystone. Beds occur from 5 and 

50 cm thck, but are seldom thicker than 30 cm. The economic claystone deposits 

were the first material mined on Sumas Mountain (Canada) and are still economically 

viable today. These deposits are one of the few economic clay deposits in western 

North America and have been mined for at least 95 years (Kerr, 1942). 

Other facies 

Coal (C) 

Thin layers of coal are found in the lowest portions of the stratigraphy 

(Figure 36). These beds are never more than 30 cm thick and are interbedded with 

clavstone, mudstone, siltstone, and fine-grained sandstone. In places the coal retains 

recognizable fossilized tree remains, including growth rings. O n  weathered surfaces, 



sulphurous material has collected on the layers. There is neither enough volume nor 

the sufficient grade required for economic recovery of the coal. 

Paleocurrents 
Paleocurrents from twenty sites were measured during the course of the 

study. These were added to a handful of measurements from a previous study by 

hfustard and Rouse (1994). Several rose dugrams appear the stratigraphc section 

(Figure 18 and Xppenhs D). Paleocurrent-bearing structures that were measured 

mclude: large scale cross-stratificatton, sole marks, and apparent A-B plane pebble 

imbrication. Rose hagrams of paleocurrent measurements are given in Figure 37 and 

tabulated paleocurrent information is provided in Appenhs  C. Two summary rose 

lagrams were developed from the paleocurrent information the first a summary of 

all paleocurrent azimuths (Figure 38 - A) and the second a summary of all 

orientations from planar cross-suata (Figure 38 - B). 

Paleocurrent measurements in the study area inhcate paleoflow duections 

generally westerly, with the average direction lying almost due west. Cross-strata 

alone tend to indmte a direction closer to northwest. Paleocurrent summary 

diagrams (Figure 38) seem to indicate a wide variation in flow. T h s  variation is not 

as strong if paleocurrent measurements are grouped by geography (Figure 37) or by 

relative stratigraphic level. In gcneral, paleoflow measurements in the lower parts of 

the section trend more westerly whle measurements in the upper part of the section 

trend more northerly. 

Interpretations 
Interpretations based on material presented in this chapter are discussed at 

the end of Chapter 4. 



Figure 34 - Mudstone with in situ fosshzed root (squares on scale card are 1 cm). 
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Figure 36 - Coal layer found in the lower secaon of the pits. 





Figure 38 - Summaries of palcocurrent measurements at Sumas Mountain (Canada). 
A is a summary of all paleocurrent azimuths in the study area. B is sunrnary of all 
orientations from measured cross-strata planes. 



Chapter 4 - Architectural Element Analysis, Facies 
Associations, and Interpretation of Sedimentary 
Environments 

Introduction 
Chapter Three defined and described the lithofacies observed in the study 

area. The purpose o f  t h s  chapter is to describe and interpret the architectural 

elements (macroforms). From the assessment of archtectural elements, facies 

associauons constructed from these elements can be made. Xrcltectural Element 

Linalysis (AEAl) has been developed in a large part by Andrew Mall, and t l s  study 

adheres to Miall's approach. Alternative methods of AEA have been described in the 

literature, the most notable example is the approach advanced by John Bridge 

(1 993). 

Background of AEA 
The use of facies models has been the mainstay of sedimentary geology for 

more than 25 years; however, the utility of malung predictions about the geometry of 

sedimentary bodies using only vertical sections is limited. Architectural Element 

Analysis (AEA) was a technique developed primarily to help geologists understand 

and predict the three-dimensional extent of fluvial deposits. Development of AEA 

was originally largely driven by the search for oil and strata-bound ore bodies (Mall 

2000). Facies analysis is not to be replaced by XEX; rather XEA is a tool to extend 

facies analysis. 

Modern facies analysis was developed and refined in the 1960s and 1970s as a 

means to classify recurring selmentary bodies and make prelctions about their 

spatial distributions (TValker, 1992). However by the 1980s many authors (e.g. Allen, 

1983) observed that facies analysis based solely on vertical sections and cores was of 

limited use for determining the physical extents o f  sedlrnentary bodes. The need for 

an enhancement of facies analvsis mas evident. 

Another drawback of traditional facies analysis, specifically with respect to 

fluvial systems, was that bv the early 1980s there were at least a dozen formal facies 



models to explain fluvial sedimentation (e.g. Mall, 1980). These models reflect a set 

of fised points along a multidmensional spectrum (Miall, 1985). Mia11 (1985) points 

out  (though with some hyperbole) that the logical conclusion of an expandng series 

of fixed points along a spectrum would eventually be a unique facies model for each 

separate fluvial svstem in the real world. 

,irchitectural element analysis is meant to bridge a gap in fluvial facies 

analysis; it accomplishes this by grouping facies and sedmentary structures into 

features of a slightly larger scale (Macro forms or Architectrual Elements, as 

discussed below). Tradtionally, sedmentology involves identification of recurring 

facies (micro- and mesoform features), the results of processes in the environment 

the facies were deposited in. The sedmentologist deduces characteristics of the 

environment from preserved aspects of the facies. Unfortunately, (or fortunately) the 

facies observed in modern and ancient rivers are relatively few and can be similar 

even in markedly varied fluvial environments. Interpretation of fluvial style based on 

such similar micro- or mesoform scale features can be difficult. There is, however, 

variance in the spatial arrangement of these same facies between dfferent fluvial 

environments. If one can describe and characterize recurring sedimentological 

features of a scale intermedate between sedimentary structures and entire fluvial 

environments, then one can facilitate a more refined appraisal of ancient fluvial 

styles. This, in turn, allows the development of a more accurate description of the 

depositional environment without resorting to force-fitting fluvial systems into 

previously developed models. Examples of such models include the spectrum of 

fluvial facies models (e.g. wandering gravel bed river or  gravel-sand meandering 

river) described by many authors (cf. Mall, 1980; 1985; 1997). AEA allows one to 

definc basic similarities or "elements" common to modern fluvial systems and use 

these to develop a unique description of any given ancient fluvial system. 

The term "archtectural clement" (AE) was first applied by Allen (1983). This 

study and two others (Friend, 1983; Ramos and Sopeiia, 1983) inspired the paper by 

hIiall (1985) that laid out a prototype approach for the concept of XEX. 



Architectural Element Analysis 
liEAi is defined by two interrelated core concepts: (1) Hierarchal  Boundlng 

Surfaces and (2) I\rclvtectural Elements (Miall, 1985; 1988; 1997; 2000). Boundmg 

surfaces are the borders that separate, divide and group individual architectural 

elcments. 

1. Bounding Surfaces and Scale 
,\ bounding surface is interpreted as a surface of non-deposition or erosion, 

which separates two s e h e n t a r y  units. It can represent any interval of time ranging 

from a few seconds to hundreds of thousands of years and bound elements as small 

as individual ripple marks to the size of  entire river complexes (Miall 2000). In 

essence bounding surfaces arc discontinuities with scales varying in terms of both 

distance and time. 

Allen (1983) defined microforms, mesoforms, and macroforms to represent 

different scales of fluvial s e h e n t a r y  structures. Microforms include smaller features 

such as current ripple marks and current lineations. lvfesoforms are larger "flow 

regime bedforms" such as dunes. hIacroforms reflect processes acting over much 

longer periods of time, such as channel fills, channel bars, and islands (Miall 1985). 

hIacroforms are broadly equivalent to archtectural elements (AE) (described in 

depth in the nest section). 

Bounding surfaces are the hierarclvcal delineating surfaces of microforms, 

mesoforms, macroforms, or larger. Allen (1983) initially recognised three scales of 

bounding surfaces. Miall (1985) expanded this into seven and then into eight 

hierarchical scalcs of boundlng surfaces (Miall, 1996). The divisions bcnveen 

herarches are loosely on the inferred length of time required to achleve each 

depositional event or erosional hiatus (Miall 2000). The characteristics of bounding 

surfaces are described below and example surfaces of 1 s t  to 6'11 order are shown on 

Figure 39. 
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1st Order Bounding Surfaces 

These surfaces represent minor boundaries w i t h  microform and mesoform 

deposits. T h s  surface is unchanged from ,411en (1983). Very little erosion is apparent 

at 1.c order boundaries, unless it is due to reactivation of the bedform, or to minor 

reorientation of the current. Thls surface represents virtually continuous 

sedmentation in the rock record, and any time gaps are on the order of minutes to 

hours. 

1 s t  order bounding surfaces are cross-set bounding surfaces. Such sur 

small, plentiful, but commonly difficult to dscern in outcrop. As a result 

surfaces are not shown on photomosaics in t h s  studv. 

Znd Order Bounding Surfaces 

faces are 

1 St order 

211d order surfaces also represent minor boundaries wi thn microform and 

mesoform deposits. 2lld order boundaries represent coset boundmg surfaces 

reflecting relatively minor changes in flow condtion or  flow Irection. Lithofacies 

may vary across the boundary, but evidence of significant erosion is not present, 

comparable to that of the 1 s t  order surfaces. 

3rd Order Bounding Surfaces 

3 r d  order surfaces are boundaries within macroform deposits. They are cross- 

cutting erosion surfaces typically dipping at less than 15'. Facies above and below 

the boundaries are similar. 3'd order surfaces may also delineate minor bar or  

bedform successions draped with mudstone or  siltstone. At this scale the surface 

indicates changes in river stage or macroform orientation and can be thought of as 

the growth increments or accretion surfaces within the AE/macroform. 

4tfl Order Bounding Srzrfices 

4t'l order surfaces are the upper bounding surfaces of AEs/macroforms. They 

tend to be flat to convex upward. Basal scour surfaces of minor channels or chutes 

are also 4 t h  order surfaces. T h s  order of surface represents periods of time longer 

than 1 s t  and 211d order surfaces (on the order of 100 to 1000 years). 



5th Order Bounding Surfaces (Yd order ofALIen (1983)) 

These surfaces bound major sand sheets (e.g. channel fill complexes) and are 

flat to slightly concave. 5th order surfaces commonly contain local cut and fill 

features, as well as basal lags. Time periods represented by 5th order surfaces are 

relauvelv long, on  the order of millennia. 

6th, 711, and 8th Order Bounding Srzrfaces 

Surfaces of t h s  scale lie in the realm of sequence stratigraphc analysis, and 

arc essentially equivalent to unconformities. bth order surfaces represent groups of 

channels or paleovalleys. Stratigraphc units such as members or  submembers may 

also be bounded by Gth  order surfaces. 7th order surfaces bound entire depositional 

systems, such as the surface between the Huntingdon-Chuckanut System and the 

Cretaceous Nanairno Group. 8th order surfaces bound major basin and fill 

complexes, may represent long periods of time (lo6-10' years), and encompass 

deposits of vastly different environments of deposition. Gth  to 8fll order surfaces were 

not encountered in any of  the outcrops in t h s  study, though the nonconformity 

identified by I k r r  (1942) would represent an 8th order surface. 

Architectural Elements and Facies Associations 
Facies in t h s  chapter are grouped into two herarchlcal scales. The first scale 

is that of archtectural elements (genetically related groups of lithofacies, separated 

by herarchlcal bounding surfaces as described below). These architectural elements 

arc broadly equivalent to the macroforms described by Allen (1983). The second 

scale is that of facies associations, defined here as groups and successions of 

architectural elements. 

Architectural Elements 
Architectural Element Analysis is based on  the identification of architectural 

elements (AE). XEs are characterised by geometry, facies composition, and scale. As 

noted in the previous section, they are equivalent to macroforms, and consist of 

genetically related lithofacies. Internal minor ( l \ t  to 3rd order) bounding surfaces 

extend from the top to the bottom of  the elements and they are bounded by surfaces 



of V, or hgher, order. -4rchltectural elements develop bv relatively long-term 

accretion over decades or centuries (Miall 2000). Larger elements may contain 

several orders of bounding surfaces and are delineated by major (5ftl or hgher order) 

bounding surfaces (Miall 1988). In general sedimentary structures within each 

element show similar orientations; however, large elements may show greater 

variabilitv in internal orientation (see element CH below). 

-4E's are "assembled" out of a set of similar facies. As suggested by Miall 

(1985), facies codes can be useful in assembling XEs. Facies codes used in this studv 

are described in Chapter Three. T h s  study uses Xrchmctural Elements suggested by 

Miall (1985; 1996; 2000). Sample AEs are presented graphically in Figure 40. 

Detailed descriptions of archtectural elements observed in t h s  study, broadly 

grouped from most to least common, are summarized below. 

FF - Floodplain Fines 
Floodplain fines are the most common element in the field area (though not 

in the photomosaics). They are typically composed of fine-grained sandstone, 

siltstone, and/or mudstone (lithofacies F1, Fsm, and Fm - see Chapter Three), but 

may also contain thm coal seams. 

The FF element forms in very broad horizontally stratified sheets. These 

elements generally vary from one to ten metres in thickness, and extend many tens 

of metres laterally at a minimum. Most are likely many hundreds of metres to 

hlometres in horizontal extent. These fine-grained sediments were deposited in 

waning flow conditions during floods or from suspension in still waters on the 

floodplain, either after flood events or withn permanent swamps or ponds (Miall, 

1996). 

There are many esamples of FF elements in the study area. Mosaic BP - E 

(Greta), and hIosaic BP - C (Upper Banshee) each contain multiple esamples of the 

FF clement. In the stratigraphically lower parts of the study area, localized 

occurrences of economic claystone (Fc) have been mined for almost 100 years. 



Figure 40 - Some sample Architectural Elements from the study area. 
Veaical scale and horizontal scale are equivalent 
DA - Downstream Accretion (from Mosaic I - Lower Banshee) 
CS - Crevasse Splay (from Mosaic I - Lower Banshee) 
GB - Gravel Bar or Bedform (from Mosaic D - Kelly) 
SB - Sandy Bedform (From Mosaic G - Mckee) 
FF - Roodplain Fines (From Mosaic E - Greta). The shape of this element is slightly 
distorted by photographic effects in the field. It is convex upwards. 



CH - Channel 
CH elements are an amalgamation of several other elements and may contain 

several different facies. Though it can be complex, the CH element constitutes the 

most basic element, and, obviously, represents a channel filled with sediment, a 

common characteristic of fluvial successions. In many cascs the CH element occurs 

with a conves upward, lower bounding surface, wpically of 5 t h  or greater order. A 

CH element can contain any lithofacies and any of the other archtectural elements, 

including other CH elements depending upon channel size. 

As any lithofacies can occur in CH elements a wide variety of sedimentary 

deposition (many described below) can lead to the development of a CH element. 

The CH element is not one of the more useful elements for fluvial style 

interpretation, as most fluvial deposits are technically part of a CH element. It is 

more useful to chfferentiate the smaller elements (e.g. SB or DX see below) within a 

CH element. The CH element is used when s e h e n t a r y  structures are obscured or 

too comples to usefully &splay. 

One of the few examples of a CH element defined in t h s  study is found on 

hlosaic BP - B (Goldstream). It represents a relatively large channel form between 15 

and 20 m wide and greater than 3 m h g h  with an arrangement of cross-stratification 

too comples to show on the mosiac. 

SB - Sandy Bedforrns 

SB elements are typically convex upward lenses or sheets consisting of a 

rangc of sandstone-dominated "flow regime bedforms." They range from 0.5 to 3.0 

mctrcs in height, and can bc tens of metres to hundreds of metres in lateral extent. 

Common lithofacies withn SB are cross-stratified sandstone (typically St, less 

commonly Sp), horizontally laminated sandstone (Sh), and rippled sandstone (Sr). 

Element SB is deposited by a variety of flow conditions, but is, in general, formed by 

vertical aggradation of sediment carried either by traction or suspension/saltation 

Pliall 1996). hIany SB elements were observed in t h s  study. Examples include a 



stacked set of forms in hIosaic BP - F phiessen), AIosaic BP - B (Goldstream), and 

RP - G (3IcKee). 

GB - Gravel Bars and Bedforrns 

GB elements form a range of mesoforms or macroforms containing mostly 

horizontally bedded conglomerate (Gh), or  cross-stratified conglomerate (Gp or Gt). 

These elements comprise bars and sheets. In  t h s  study GB typically forms multi- 

storey sheets up to tens of metres thck, and in some cases 1.5 km in lateral extent. 

GB is interpreted to form through the deposition of pulses or  lobes of gravel 

mobilized on the bed of a river by shear forces and carried as bedload during periods 

of h g h  flow (Mall, 1996). This sedunent is moved by traction or extremely limited 

suspension. Higher flow velocities form crude horizontal stratification (Ithofacies 

Gh), whereas slightly lower flow velocities form cross-stratification (Lthofacies Gt  or 

Gp) (Miall, 1996). Many mosaics contain element G B  though the best examples can 

be seen on Mosaic BP - D (Kelly). 

DA - Do wnstrearn Accretion 

DL\ elements are characterized by erosional bases with gradational tops, 

unless cut into by another element. DA elements may be formed of gravel or sand, 

and may display a fining-upwards profile. Accretion surfaces will be evident if the 

outcrop orientation is favourable. D14 elements tend to form convex upward lenses 

or sheets, vary benveen 1 and 3 metres hgh ,  and have lateral extents of tens of 

metres to hundreds of metres. The crucial test for accurate identification of a DA 

element is that accretion surface strikes are oriented perpendicular to the dominant 

current direction, indicating that the element developed by accretion in a 

downstream, not lateral direction. Like element LA (described below) t h s  element 

can be extremelv difficult to recognize in the field, as favourable orientation of 

paleocurrent indicators can be difficult to find. 

Lithofacies codes within DL{ elements include cross-stratified sandstone (St 

or Sp), horizontally laminated sandstone (Sh), current rippled sandstone (Sr), and 

sandstone xvith erosive and/or shallow scours (Ss). DX may include gravel 



lithofacies as well, such as cross-stratified conglomerate (Gt or Gp). DX elements 

form by lateral (downstream) aggradation of bars or  lenses in the channel bottom, 

typically during h g h  flow periods. Sedments are transported as bedload or by 

saltation. 

DL\ elements are quite common in the studv area. Mosaic BP - D (Kellv) and 

hlosaic BP - C (Upper Banshee) contain good examples. 

CS - Crevasse Splay 

-4 crevasse splav is a fan- or lens-shaped deposit formed by the breaching, or 

overtopping, of a river's bank (commonly levees) during flood conditions (Miall, 

1996). Depending on the size of the river, splays may be kilometres wide and metres 

thick, though typically much less. In t h s  study the CS elements are behveen one and 

hvo metres in thickness, though of unknown lateral extent; exposures indmte they 

arc at least tens and possibly hundreds of metres wide, and most exposures end 

bcforc beds thm or pinch out. The margins of a splay may interfinger with 

floodplain or levee deposits (Miall, 1996) though thls was not observed in the study 

area. Scdirnentation within a splay occurs by saltation, traction, and deposition of 

suspended sehment, all during waning flow conditions. In many ways a crevasse 

splay deposit is similar to an alluvial fan. 

Lithofacies expressed in CS elements are commonly horizontally laminated 

sandstone (Sh), rippled sandstone (Sr), sandstone with erosive and/or shallow scours 

(Ss) and rare cross-stratified sandstone (St). The splays may show 3 r d  order internal 

bounding surfaces and, typically, a fining upwards profile; some beds should show 

normal grading. Higher elevation areas are abandoned as the splay progrades. 

CS elements are generally found in association with FF elements and 

rcprescnt a significant amount of the deposits of the Huntingdon Formation at 

Sumas Mountain. Examples of CS elements occur in Mosaic BP - C (Upper 

Banshee) and Mosaic BP - E (Greta). 



CR - Crevasse Channel 

Crevasse channels are minor channels that form as a river breaches its banks 

or levees and spills out onto the floodplain. The size of the CR and its sedlrnentarv 

deposits depend upon the size of the river spawning the flood (hIiall, 1996). CR 

elements should form lens or fan-like lavers with lateral extent between tens of 

metres and hundreds of metres (hliall, 1996). Sedment in a crevasse channel is 

transported by traction, saltation, and suspension. Sedunent size in a CR element can 

be similar to the sedment size in the main channel (1Clial1, 1996), but may decrease 

with &stance from the main channel (Bridge, 2003). T h s  larger sediment size could 

occur because the splay channel cuts deep enough access bedload, because flood 

conditions cause an increase in mean sedment size causing parts of the CR deposit 

to mimic the coarseness of  the main channel's deposits, or because the effect of flow 

is concentrated in a narrow channel. In rare cases, CRs can form many hlometres 

from the original channel (Wall, 1996). Deposition in CR occurs by similar methods 

as the main channel, albeit on a smaller scale. The upper parts of the CR deposit may 

fine upwards as the flow wanes. The CR element is closely related to the CS element. 

Each CS element must have been fed by a CR element, though the preservation 

potential of the first is far greater than the second. 

A single CR element was identified in the study area (hlosaic BP - C, Upper 

Banshee). The channel is approximately two to three metres thck  and at least tens of 

metres in lateral extent. It contains sandstone with erosive and/or shallow scours 

(Ss), cross-stratified sandstone (Sp), and t h n  lenses of cross-stratified conglomerate 

(GP). 

LA - Lateral Accretion 

LA elements have erosional bases and gradational tops, unless truncated by 

an overlying surface. LA deposits generally form a classic fining-upward profile. 

Their widths are approximately 2/3 of the channel (Miall 1996). Facies assemblages 

nlthin such elements tend to vary markedly. Ideally any dominant paleoflow 

indicators will trend 90 degrees to the dip of the accretion surfaces. This elcmcnt 



forms the typical "point bar structure macroform." It may be difficult to recognise in 

the field, as paleoflow inch tors  may not be available. 

'1 LA\ element can contain a variety of lithofacies including cross-stratified 

sandstone (St or Sp), horizontally laminated sandstone (Sh), current rippled 

sandstone (Sr), and sandstone with erosive and/or shallow scours (Ss). 'The top of 

the clement may fine- to wry fine-grained sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone (Fl), 

though t h s  classic fining-upwards pattern of the LA deposit may or may not be 

present. LA elements may vary if viewed on the upstream or downstream sides 

(Jackson 1976). At Sumas Mountain (Canada) only one LA element was identified. 

This example is about 3 metres thck, between 40 and 50 metres across, and occurs 

in ;tiosaic BP - F (Thessen). 

Methods of Architectural Element Analysis 
The primary method for developing AEA is through the use of 

photomosaics. Figure 41 (Mosaic A, Laurenzi) is an example of the development of 

a photomosaic. A digital camera was used to take overlapping photos of a suitable 

outcrop (Figure 41 - A). For the purpose of demonstration, the outcrop in this figure 

is much smaller than the onc would normally use for ilEi1. 

After downloading the photographs to a computer, they were merged using a 

digital editing program (Figure 41 - B). Thls study used Canon Photostich. The 

enlarged image of the mosaic was printed from a plotter and a mylar overlay was 

then taped over it. P r c h n a r y  identification and scaling of some bounding surfaces 

was completed in the lab. The overlay and image were then taken back to the 

outcrop, where a detailed analysis was performed, bounding surfaces sketched on 

the overlay, lithofacies codes added to denote the appropriate facies, and p r e h n a r y  

interpretation of bounding surface hierarchies and archtectural elements initiated. 

Interpretation of the elements and bounding surfaces was completed after 

paleocurrent analysis and other relevant field evidence were added to the overlay. 

'She mylar overlay was then scanned (Figure 41 - C), dgitized, and final 

interpretations made using a graphcs program (Figure 41 - D), in this case 



CorelDraw 10. 

Not every level of bounding surface is drawn on each mosaic. For example, 

1.f and 211.' order surfaces are always too small and numerous to include on a large 

mosaic. As well, if the sedimentary relationships were too complex to be easily 

represented (or deciphered), the boundmg surfaces were not drawn, so as not to 

obscure information. On the esample mosaic, 2 n d  order surfaces (green lines) were 

observed in the lower left part of the outcrop, but were not visible elsewhere on the 

mosalc. 

The example mosaic contains two architectural elements common in the 

study area and in their typical spatial association: the downstream accretion element 

(DA) and the gravel bars and bedforms element (GB). The 4 t h  order erosion surface 

between these elements (blue line, labelled XI) displays some erosional relief. 

Photo Mosaics 
Photomosaics described below are labelled Figure BP - B to figure BP - F 

and can be found, with the legend (Figure BP - N) in the back pocket of thls thesis. 

Figure BP - G to Figure BP - M are photomosiacs completed in the study area but 

made up of elements and associations already well represented by the six mosaics 

described below. 

Mosaic BP - B (Goldstream) 

The Goldstream mosaic exhbits the broad coarsening-upward trend 

common in many outcrops (but visible on few mosaics) in the study. Most outcrops 

tend to be capped by erosionally resistant conglomerates. The lowest parts of the 

section are dominated by fine-grained sediment (blocky mudstone alternating with 

very fine-grained sandstone), erosionally overlain by medium- to coarse-grained, 

commonly pebbly sandstone and capped by a major erosion surface overlain by 

conglomerate. At thls location, the uncommonly large exposures of fine-grained 

sedimentary rock (Element FF) were esposed by recent subdivision development. 

The major 5t11 order bounding surfaces in the Goldstream mosaic are broadly 

flat lying, except for the channelized sections above the surface labelled "C". In 



general the morphologies of the 4th order surfaces are flat to concave-upward, 

hmting at an overall lens-like morphology of the sheets. 

The lower fine-grained section is largely featureless, although some of the 

silty fine-grained sandstone dlsplays current ripples (Sr) and horizontally laminated 

sands (Sh) where favourable weathering occurs. These facies together are interpreted 

as floodplain fines (FF) or crevasse splay (CS) elements . 

Between the 5fh order bounding surfaces labelled "B" and "C", the most 

common bedform is trough cross-stratified sandstone, although rare sections of 

planar tabular cross-stratification also occur locally. These are interpreted as SB 

elements, though one lens-like section of conglomerate is interpreted as a GB 

element. Above the 5tl1 order surface C, a portion of a downstream accretion PAL\) 
element is preserved beneath a channel scour though most of the elements above 

surface C are gravel bar and bedforms (GB). The cross-stratification withn the DA 

element is similar to the orientation of the GB element, thls is interpreted to mean 

both formed by similar processes, likely downstream accretion. Withn the Channel 

element (CH), a complex arrangement of 2 n d  and 3rd  order surfaces defining trough 

cross-stratified sandstone and conglomerate makes recognition of elements dfficult 

(too complex to be individually delineated on the mosaic). 

T h s  mosaic represents some of the typical associations observed throughout 

the field area. Association Al ,  A2 (channel sequences) and B1 (floodplain) are 

present. The upper part of the mosaic has been cut into by a subsequent gravel bars 

and bedforms element (GB), the first of a 10 metre hlgh series of multi-storey GB 

elements that lie stratigraphcally above t h s  mosiac. 

Mosaic BP - C (Upper Banshee) 

hlosaic BP - C has a scale whch varies along the length of the mosaic; as the 

surface of the exposure is irregular and the camera position was constrained. The 

succession illustrated in t h s  mosaic generally fines upward. The lowest portion 

contains a complex section of erosionally amalgamated, coarse-grained, trough 

cross-stratified sandstone (St) and is interpreted as a group of downstream accretion 



elements (DL\). Cross-strata and accretion surfaces in these elements indicate that 

strike of accretion surfaces formed perpendcular to the regional paleoflow direction 

indcating downstream accretion. An erosive contact (5th order surface labelled "13':) 

is overlain bv fine- to medium-grained, trough cross-stratified sandstone (St), which 

fines-upward to fine-grained current ripplcd sandstone (Sr), and ultimately to silty, 

verv fine-grained sandstone (Fl). These units are interpreted as several Crevasse 

Splay elements (CS). The 5'h ordcr boundmg surface labelled "C" is an erosive 

contact. Interstratified sandstone and conglomerate above thls contact are 

interpreted as crevasse channel (CR) element. The planar tabular cross-stratified 

conglomerate (Gp) withn the CR element occurs as t h n  (10 cm thck) lenses of 

sediment; t h s  is surrounded by planar tabular cross-stratified sandstone (Sp) and 

sandstone scours (Ss). T h s  element is interpreted as CR because of the odd stacked 

lens arrangement of the lithofacies and internal boundmg surfaces, the way it grades 

into the overlying CS element, and the erosional basal contact. This element grades 

vertically into the horizontally bedded and interbedded sandstones and mudstones of 

crevasse splay (CS) and intercalated floodplain fines (FF) elements. At the erosional 

5'11 ordcr bounding surface labelled "D", these fine-grained sediments are cut into by 

a thck layer of Sandy Bedform elements (SB) and Gravel Bars and Bedforms 

elements (GB). 

Mosaic BP - D (KelIy) 

The Kellv mosaic is stratigraphcally the highest in the study interval. The 

lo~vcst portions of the mosaic correlate to the hghest portions of Mosaic BP - C 

(Upper Banshee). The lowermost rocks (below the 5 t h  order bounding surface 

labellcd "B") comprise coarse-grained trough cross-stratified sandstone (St), planar 

tabular cross-stratified conglomerate (Gp), and minor planar tabular cross-stratified 

and current rippled sandstone (Sp and Sr). These are interpreted as a stacked series 

of Downstream Accretion elements (DX) and Gravel Bars and Bedforms elements 

(GB) because the accretion surfaces in the DX elements are similar to surfaces in the 

GB elements. These DL\ and GB elements are lens like in overall morphology, and 



seem to interfinger somewhat. Thls group of elements represents facies association 

A1 and probably normal to hlgh stage deposition in the channel bottom. 

Above the irregular erosion surface "B" hes current rippled, horizontally 

laminated and featureless, fine-grained sandstones (Sr, Sh, and Sm). These are 

interpreted as a (small) Crevasse Splay (CS) element because of the wide thm 

morphology of thc deposit, the relief of the surface, and the relative coarseness of 

the deposit. These fine-upwards into the blocky mudstone (Fsm) of a Floodplain 

Fmes O;F) elements. 
? 7 I he 5th order boundmg surface labelled "C" is an extremely irregular erosion 

surface (up to 1.5 metres of elevation variations over less than 10 metres). L4bove 

t h s  is planar tabular cross-stratified conglomerate (Gp) interpreted as Gravel Bars 

and Bedforms elements (GB) because of the coarse-grained sedimentary rock and 

lens like morphology of the elements. Overlying the GB elements is a series of lens 

shaped sandstone beds interpreted as Downstream Xccretion macroforms (DA). 

Once again accretion surfaces of the Dl\ elements, though inaccessible are visually 

similar to nearby G B  elements and form the basis for thc interpretation. 

The final 5[11 order boundary in thls mosaic (labelled "D") is overlain by 

planar tabular cross-stratified and/or scoured, coarse-grained pebbly sandstone 

interpreted as Downstream Accretion elements (DA) for reasons similar to the 

stratigraphlcally lower DA elements. 

Mosaic BP - E (Greta) 

The Grcta Mosaic is a good example of the extensive fine-grained deposits 

that make up much of the lower part of the succession in the study area. The lowest 

rocks in this mosaic comprise a series of interbedded silty fine-grained sandstone (Fl) 

and blocky mudstone (Fsm). These laterally extensive layers are interpreted as several 

stacked Floodplain Fines (FF) elements. They are cut by the 5 t h  order bounding 

surface labelled "B", and overlain by trough cross-stratified sandstones with some 

featureless sandstones, interpreted as a Sandy Bedform elements (SB) because of the 

thickness of the elements, the channel-like morphology to some sections, the 



erosionallv truncated morphology of bounding surface 13.' (left end), and the lag at 

the base of the SB elements. T h s  lag includes a "jam" of  fossilized branches and 

mud rip-up clasts. Xbove the SB deposits is inter-bedded mudstone and siltv fine- 

grained sandstone (Fl) interpreted as Floodplain Fines (FF). 

T h s  mosltic represents Facies ilssociation C (transitional), the succession 

records deposition on a floodplain, cut into bv a minor sand-dominated channel, 

then grades back into floodplain deposition. 

Mosaic BP - F (Thiessen) 
Mosaic 6 broadly displays a coarsening-upward trend. The lowest part of the 

mosaic contains laterally extensive horizontally laminated blocky mudstone (Fsm), 

interpreted as a Floodplain Fines (FF) element. Xbove t h s  is a medium-grained 

apparently- featureless sandstone unit (Sm) with some trough cross-stratification 

interpreted as a Crevasse Splay element (CS), because of its gradational relationshp 

with the FF elements above and below it. Thls in turn grades into the siltstones and 

mudstones of another similarly identified Floodplain Fines element (FF). Xbove the 

4'11 order surface labelled "A3" is the only recognized Lateral Accretion element in 

the study area. It consists of planar cross-stratified medmm- to coarse-grained 

sandstone fining upward to silty fine-grained sandstone. The strikes of the accretion 

surfaces of these two LA elements are parallel to the regional paleocurrent du-ections 

in the area. Xbove the erosional 5th order bounding surface labelled "B" is trough 

cross-stratified conglomerate interpreted as a Gravel Bars and Bedforms element 

(GB), overlain in turn by two stacked Sandy Bedform elements (SB), both made up 

trough cross-stratified sandstone. The lower of the two Sandy Bedform elements 

contains abundant pebble lags. These three upper elements are all recognised on the 

basis of their lithologies and slightly concave upward upper surfaces. 

Facies Associations 
This thesis recognises various associations of archtectural elements (and by 

extension lithofacics) common in the study. As a shorthand when describing facies 

associations, the symbol "}" denotes an erosive contact and "4" a facies change. 



Association A1 (Channel sequence 1) 

) GB --+ DL\ (pebbly) -+SB 

-\ssociation -41 represents a typical succession of facics within a fluvial 

channel. I t  begins with element G B  (Gravel Bars and Bedforms) and is always 

erosixdv based. The G B  element fines upward into a DL4 (Downstream ,Iccretion 

clement), which represents a change to sediment accumulation by downstream 

accretion and may reflect a change in depth of flow in the channel due to 

aggradation of the (lower) GB element. The DX element is commonly pebbly in 

these cases. The fining upwards cycle persists and the nest element in t h s  sequence 

is a SB (Sandy Bedform), representing continued shallowing of the flow and 

deposition on the top of a bar, near the river's edge, or in a secondary channel. 

Associa tion A2 (Channel Sequence 2) 

)GB+ SB (pebbly) + SB 

,\ssociation A3 is similar to XI, the sole difference being that dlrectly 

overlying the GB element is a pebbly SB element. T h s  reflects that sedimentation in 

this scquence followed vertical aggradation rather than downstream accretion. 

Association B (Floodplan Sequence) 

CS 3 FF-+ (CR+) CS -+ FF 

Association B1 is stacked successions of CS (Crevasse Splay) elements fining- 

upwards into FF  (Floodplain Fines) elements. It also contains rare examples of 

element CR. T h s  association represents accumulation of sediments on a floodplain. 

Association B1 can start with either CS or FF, may lack one of the elements, and the 

thcknesses of indwidual elements can vary between 30 cm and several metres. In an 

ideal sequence this association might be based by a CR element, indicating the 

channel was nearby. This might fine upwards into CS element and then finally a FF 

clement indicating deposition was slowing and becoming less prosimal. T h s  does 

not necessarily mean the channel was migrating away - it could mean that the point 

of flood initiation was dstal, rather than the nearest channel. T h s  association is the 



most common in the quarries and is assumed to be the most common in the field 

area, although recessive weathering obscures most outcrops. 

Association C (Transitional sequence) 

SB--, CS-+ FF 

Association C t~rpically begins with SB, and may or may not be an extension 

of ,Issociation ,ll or ,13. The SB element fines upward into a CS element, and then 

into a FF element. T h s  association is interpreted to represent the transition between 

deposition on channel margins, o r  subsidiary channels, and floodplain deposition. It 

mav lead into association B1. 

Associa tion D (Point Bgr) 

LA + FF 

This last association is rare in t h s  area, occurring as two related elements in 

one short section of a single mosaic (Mosaic 6 - Thiessen). The elements show a 

typical coarse- to fine-grained sandstone-dominated point bar sequence. Deposition 

begins as LL4 (Lateral ,lccretion) elements and fines vertically and laterally into FF 

elements. The rarity of t h s  association suggests that such processes were minor in 

t h s  fluvial system. 

Idealized Facies Succession 
)GB--+DA or SB (pebbly)--+ SB --+ CS- > FF 

An idealized complete facies association typifying the study area would begin 

with an erosively based GB element, followed by transition into either a pebbly DA 

or SB element. T h s  is generally overlain by a SB element (without pebbles), a CS 

element, and ultimately be capped by a FF element. This sequence would represent 

the continuous deposition of facies from the channel bottom to the dstal floodplain 

(1;igure 42). The preservation of such a sequence is unlikely and it is not found in the 

studv area. 



Interpretation of Sedimentary Environment 
Several data sources were used to interpret the sedimentary environment of 

the Huntingdon Formation. These include the stratigraphc section, provenance 

data, and archtectural element analysis. 

Stratigraphic Section 
The Huntingdon Formation at Sumas hlountain (Canada) follows a broadly 

coarsening-upward succession, made up of smaller fining-upwards successions. The 

overall coarsening-upwards succession could be interpreted in several ways. It could 

indcate h g h  sedimentation rates and overall aggradation and progradation of the 

deposit, that is, the top of the deposit is of more proximal derivation than the base. 

It could indicate a general increase in the competency of the fluvial system, 

represented by preservation of larger grain sizes. The cycle could also indcate 

tectonic instabilitv impinging on the system or its source area, affecting the local base 

level. Finally, coarser facies could only appear to be more common in the upper 

parts of the section; perhaps finer material stratigraphcally equivalent to the upper 

section was preserved (or exposed). Thls would cause the section to appear to 

coarsen upwards. 

Of these four scenarios, the most likely are that the Huntingdon Formation 

was progradmg westward over time due to h g h  sedmentation rates and/or that base 

level is being affected by tectonic instability. These two scenarios are interrelated, 

h g h  sedimentation rates could be caused by subsidence or uplift increasing 

accommodation space. The Huntingdon Formation at Sumas Mountain contains 

extremely common floodplain deposits of fine-grained sediments. Preservation of 

floodplain deposits is increased during periods of net aggradation (Bridge, 2003). 

Thus, the abundance of floodplain deposits in the Huntingdon Formation supports 

the interpretation that high sedimentation rates thls in turn could cause progradation 

of the system and eventually a change to more prosimal sedimentation styles. 

,Architectural element analysis is confined to the esposures and outcrops in 

the aggregate quarries. These exposures occur only in the lower half of the section, 
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Figure 42 - Development of an idealized facies progression. 
A Deposition of gravel bedforms during high stage cuts into layers below 
B common fluvial sedimentation is achieved by Downstream Accretion of sandy bars 
C shallow flow conditions near the river edge or on top of ban deposits Sandg &dforms 
D Crevasse splays and Floodplain Fmes are deposition during and after flood events, which 
in turn may be cut mto by gravely sediments. 



below 268 metres. Thus the stratigraphic section, outcrop descripuons, and 

provenance data are the only tools available to describe the sedimentar- 

environment of the upper section, although the hghest mosaics, BP - D (Kellv) and 

I3P - C (Upper Banshee) do show more of the coarser-grained rocks. As the 

uppermost parts of the Huntingdon Formation contains fewer fine-grained 

s e h e n t s  and thck continuous sections of multi-storey conglomerate and 

sandstone, floodplain processes are probably not as important as they are in the 

lower 213 of the stratigraphy. Thls coarser more proximal character of the upper 

part of the section is different enough from the lower parts that it is interpreted as a 

change in fluvial style. If fluvial style is a spectrum (with multiple axes) the 

erosionally amalgamated multi-storey coarse-grained sandstones and conglomerates 

of the upper section correspond more closely with the shallow gravel braided river 

style (nliall 1996) than the lower parts of the section. A h n t  of thls change in style is 

reflected in the relative coarseness of the rocks in the stratigraphically highest 

photomosaics (BP - C Upper Banshee and BP - D Kelly). The fluvial style of the 

lower section is discussed under Archtectural element analysis below. 

Provenance 

Clast Lithology 

The most common pebbles in the conglomerates are chert composition, 

followed by igneous and quartz. Grains in sandstone comprise chert, quartz, 

feldspar, and volcanic lithologics. Grains in the sandstones and conglomerates tend 

to be sub-rounded and sub-spherical, indicating a moderate to low maturity. These 

compositions suggest a local source for the sedments of the Huntingdon 

Formation, probably derived from the Vedder Complex or Cascade sources to the 

south or east (SIustard and Rouse; 1994). 

Pdeocurrenr Measurements 

The number of paleocurrent measurements in this study is relatively small 

(around 20 individual sites) and may not be enough to be statistically significant. 



However, the measurements collected give interesting results. In general paleoflow 

in the Huntingdon Formation was towards the west, though many measurements 

indlcate flow directions well north, or south, of west. T h s  relatively large variation in 

measured flow orientations appears to indicate a fluvial system of at least 

intermediate sinuosity (Figure 38-B), but if the measurements are placed in 

geographc and stratigraphc contest (Figure 37) flows in any one area tend to have 

similar orientations. Thus the Huntingdon Formation is a fluvial system with 

relatively low sinuosity, but the paleoflow orientations migrate through time. In 

general the paleocurrents are more westerly in the lower parts of the section and 

more northerly in the upper parts of the section. 

Architectural Element Analysis 
Because the Huntingdon Formation (in common with many fluvial systems) 

does not fit well into the "spectrum" of fluvial facies models presented by Mall 

(1985, 1996), architectural element analysis is a fitting tool for t h s  study as it 

facilitates the development of a unique model. At best, the system falls somewhere 

between a shallow gravel braided river, a wandering gravel bed river, and a low 

sinuosity braided-meandering with alternate bars river (all from Miall, 1996). 

However, the deposits of the Huntingdon Formation vary significantly from all of 

these fluvial styles. 

In shallow gravel braided rivers' deposition is dominated by gravel and should 

only have minor amounts of sand or finer-grained sediments. In the Huntingdon 

Formation, gravels are common but they are not the dominant s e b e n t  type. Also 

the extremely common FF elements of the Huntingdon do not fit well with this 

model. Gravel meandering river deposits consist mostly of coarse-grained sediments 

such as gravel, and should have a minimum of sand or finer-grained sediments. The 

Huntingdon Formation is dominated by sand deposits, with relatively small amounts 

of gravel (at least in the lower parts of the section). The most common AE's in a 

wandering gravel bed river should be GB, DL1 and LL4; the Huntingdon contains 

plcntiful GB and DA, but only minor amounts of LA. Also, a wandering gravel river 



should displays sinuosity higher than that postulated for the Huntingdon Formation. 

,I low sinuosity braided meandering river (hliall, 1996) is dominated by sand, has low 

sinuosity, and has common D-i, SB, and possibly FF elements similar to the 

Huntingdon Formation. However, the LA element should also be common in t h s  

tvpe of river, and it is not commonly recognised in this field area. The low sinuosiw 

braided meandering model also does not contain coarse GB elements, again in 

contrast to the Huntingdon Formation. 

The correct identification and hfferentiation o f  Do\vnstream Accretion (Di4) 

elements and Lateral ,kcretion (L4) elements is a key part of interpretation with 

XEX. T h s  identification requires accurate paleoflow information for the channel in 

which the macroform developed. T h s  paleocurrent information is then compared to 

the strike of the accretion surfaces. If the strikes of these surfaces are roughly parallel 

to paleoflow duection, the element was formed by lateral accretion; if the strikes are 

perpendcular, the element represents downstream accretion (Miall 1996). 

Unfortunately, like elsewhere, this information can be quite d~fficult to gather in thls 

study area; even Miall suggests in one of his studies that interpretation of a set of 

DA elements is "tentative" (e.g. Miall 1988). Features such as cross-strata are 

commonly ddficult to make out because of weathering (or lack thereof), and some 

elements are found several metres hlgh on unstable cliff faces; measurement of these 

features is commonly not feasible. One method used to infer accretion style in t h s  

study is to compare potential DX or LA elements to nearby GB elements. GB 

elements generally form through downstream accretion and only rarely by lateral 

accretion, the accretion surfaces of nearby DX elements are likely to have similar 

orientations and LA elements roughly perpendicular orientations. Comparison to 

cross-stratification withn SB elements can also be used in this way. The problem of 

differentiation between lateral accretion and downstream accretion is a major 

dfficulty, not just with iiEA, but in fluvial facies analysis in general. 

The most common architectural elements identified in the study area, in 

decreasing order, are Floodplain Fines (FF), Sandy Bedforms (SB), Gravel Bars and 



Bedforms (GB), Downstream Liccretion @A), and Crevasse Splay (CS) elements. 

There are lesser amounts of Crevasse Channel (CR), and Lateral Accretion (Lii) 

elements. The most important facies associations are B1 (Floodplain), A1 (Channel 

Succession I), and ,I2 (Channel Succession 2). These channel progressions inhcate 

sand sedimentation was dominant, but that gravel was also important, probably 

during h g h  water levels and flood events. 

,Although not immediately the most common in the mosaics, the Floodplain 

Fines element is identified as the most common element in the study area for two 

reasons. The first is that the finer-grained sedimentary rocks of the Huntingdon 

Formation are much less resistant to weathering than the sandstone or 

conglomerate. These finer-grained rocks typically weather recessively, forming small 

caves or grottos with coarse-grained overhangs (Figure 43). Most exposures of 

Eocene material on Sumas Mountain (Canada) are capped, floored, or otherwise 

reinforced by a conglomerate or sandstone layer. Thus, sandstone and conglomerate 

are over-represented in available exposures. The second reason FF elements are 

considered more common is they are the more common in the extensive aggregate 

pit exposures, where close to 100% of the rock is exposed. Outcrops near these pits 

generally reflect the style of the rest of the study area and expose insignificant 

amounts of the finer rocks. FF is considered to be the most common element, at the 

very least in the bottom half of the section (below 268 metres), but is likely most 

common for the majority of the section. Evidence points to an estremely active 

floodplain as a feature of the fluvial system whlch deposited at least the lower 

portion of the Huntingdon Formation at Sumas Mountian (Canada). 

The interpretation of an extremely active floodplain is an important part of 

how the depositional model of the Huntingdon Formation differs from established 

modcls. Though FF and CS are common, no levee structures were recognised in the 

study area. The thickness of channel architectural elements is similar to the depth of 



Figure 43 - Overhang/cave created by the recessive weathering of fine-grained sedunentary 
rocks. 



the fluvial system (hliall 1996). As archtectural elements in the study area are, 

in general, between 2 and 3 metres thck (though erosionally amalgamated 

successions can be much thcker), channels in the study area were relatively shallow. 

Paleocurrent analysis suggests channels of low sinuosity. Thus an entrenched and 

meandering fluvial system such as those normally associated with extensive 

floodplain deposits is not indcated. Instead the fluvial system was likely a series of 

shallow complexly overlapping thm channel systems. Inundation of the floodplain 

could have occurred as a result of relatively rapid basin subsidence, not by the 

breachng of well developed levee complexes.. 

The active floodplain indcated by the common FF elements is indcative of 

progradation, aggradation (Bentham et al. 1993, Bridge, 2003), and tectonic 

instability. Most rivers have extremely high sedunent supplies, the preservation of 

any one set of features is very low, as sedunents are constantly deposited, eroded, 

and re-depositcd as the river system migrates back and forth over the floodplain. 

The limiting factor for fluvial sedmentation is commonly basin volume or 

accommodation space; fluvial systems with h g h  rates of sedmentation may be 

esperiencing relatively rapid subsidence. Because rapid subsidence is one of the 

defining characteristics of a strike-slip basin, the observation of an extremely active 

floodplain supports the hypothesis of hybrid basin evolution presented in Chapter 2 

with a component of strike slip basin characteristics. 

The fluvial system of the Huntingdon Formation at Sumas Mountain can be 

divided into two broad regimes: below about 300 metres and above about 300 

metres. Thc fluvial system which deposited the lower parts of the Huntingdon 

Formation (Figure 44) is interpreted as a series of shallow complexly overlapping 

t h n  channel of relatively low sinuosity, it is a mixed load sand-dominated system 

wlth common occurrences of gravel, as suggested by common GB, DA and SB 

elements (Facies Association A1 and A2). T h s  system included an extremely active, 

alluvial flood plain, some parts of whch were paludal to lacustrine in character. 

Floodplain deposits are typified by abundant FF elements, coal horizons in the 



Figure 44 - A model of sehenta t ion  for the lower Huntingdon Formation at Sumas 
hlountain (Canada). 



lowest parts of the section, and little evidence of paleosol development; however, 

thcrc must have been some subaerial exposurc of the floodplain as trace fossils and 

the occasional rooted horizon are found in the area. 

The portion of the Huntingdon Formation above 300 metres has not been 

analvzed with LAEX and its fluvial style is interpreted under Stratigraphc Section, 

above. 

Discussion of Architectural Element Analysis 
_\rchitcctural element analvsis tvas useful at Sumas Llountain (Canada). Interpreting 

a unique facies model for the bottom part of the section was greatly facilitated by 

,\EL\. However, thcre are many ddficulties encountered when using this technique. 

Several are drscussed here, but for an extensive list and some critical discussions see 

Bridge (1993) or Miall and Bridge (1995). The largest problem in XEX is the need 

for high quality three-dimensional exposures. The top half of the section at Sumas 

Llountain does not hare any exposures either large enough or easily accessible. The 

lower half of the section has extensive exposures in the quarries, but not all of these 

are ideal because of a lack of visible structures or d~fficulty in photographmg the 

esposure. The best exposure in the study area is the one depicted in mosaic BP - B 

(Goldstream). This esposure was cleared in a subdmision development, and has or 

will soon be covered. Even the best exposures at Sumas Mountain were not ideal for 

A\EA\; if thcrc were three-dimensional extents to the outcrops, more work on 

quantifjing the three-dimensional nature of the deposits could have been completed. 

With drill core the use of AEA is extremely h t e d ,  as the identification of boundmg 

surfaces and elements is extremely challenging. 

Another difficulty with XEX is the correct identification of DA and LA 

elements dscussed above. The dfferentiation of these notoriously difficult to 

idcntiti. features is an important problem facing fluvial sedimentologv. 

The final problem discussed here is one AEli was largely designed to remedy. 

Uslng traditional facies analysis it can be dfficult to relate simple vertical successions 

of facies to river planform. AEA was designed to be a bridging step, allowing one to 



interpret larger features, architectural elements, in the hopes that it would make 

identifying fluvial sqle easier. XEX succeeds in thls to a certain extent; however 

Hickin (1993) points out that to make predictions about a river planform, one needs 

to make observations of features at that scale. Using macroforms to predict 

planform can be very difficult, and in some cases may not be possible. 

Onc of the main reasons AEli was developed was to help prehct three- 

dimensional s e h e n t a r y  structures in fluvial sandstone bodes. However, there has 

not vet been enough quantitative research done with AEX, and more is required 

before we rely on XEA and its ability to prechct forms in three dunensions (hfiall 

1985, 1993, and 2000). To  thls end the current utility of AEA to predict the three- 

dimensional extent of forms is h t e d .  It is not much use without well-exposed 

outcrop or extremely closely spaced core. 



Chapter 5 - Conclusions 

Tectonic Setting 
Brittle fracture analysis of the Huntingdon Formation at Sumas XIountain 

(Canada) indcates that the rocks were subjected to two regional stress regimes, 

idenufied by Journeay and van Ulden (1998) and Journeay and XIorrison (1999). 

These two reglmes may have occurred during early Paleogene time and middle 

hIiocenc time, respectively. If correct, t h s  indcates that normal faults - both withn 

the Huntingdon Formation as well as separating the Huntingdon from unnamed 

igneous rocks at Sumas Llountain - occurred sometime after the mid-Miocene 

Epoch. If these normal faults are related to the formation of the feature known as 

the Sumas Graben, thls feature may also be younger than middle Miocene time. The 

results of t h s  study suggest that the Chuckanut Basin's tectonic development is that 

of a hvbrid basin with a complex tectonic hstory. T h s  htstory includes development 

as a benched forearc basin, a strike-slip basin, and possibly as a peripheral foreland 

basin. 

Stratigraphy and Sedimentology 
The development of  a type section for the Huntingdon Formation should 

clear up some of the confusion surrounding the stratigraphc nomenclature of the 

Tertiary in the Greater Vancouver area. 

Rocks in the study area are entirely sedimentary and siliciclastic. Facies 

identified in the field area are dlvided into five broad &visions: Conglomerate Facies, 

bledium- to Very Coarse-grained Sandstone Facies, Very Fine- to Medium-grained 

Sandstone Facies, Fine-grained Facies, and Other. These facies are further 

subdivided on the basis of differing sedimentary structures and are the basis for the 

architectural elements described below. 

Interpretation of Sedimentary Environment 
The sedirncntary rocks of the Huntingdon Formation at Sumas Mountain 

(Canada) are interpreted to have been deposited during the Paleogene. In the lowest 



part of the section the most common fluvial archtectural elements in the study area 

are Floodplain Fines (FF), Sandv Bedforms (SB), Gravel Bars and Bedforms (GB), 

Downstream Accretion (DL4), and Crevasse Splay (CS) elements. There are relatively 

fewer occurrences of Crevasse Channels (CR), and Lateral Accretion elements (L,4). 

The differentiation between the L-4 elements and the D-4 elements is estremely 

important in thc use of Architectural Element ,Inalysis. The most common facies 

associations are B1 (Floodplain), (channel progression I), and A2 (channel 

progression 2). 

Using -\rchitectural Element Analysis, the fluvial style of the system whch 

deposited the lower part of the Huntingdon Formation is interpreted as a 

dominantly sand and gravel, mised load fluvial system with an extremely active 

floodplain. These sediments were deposited by a series of shallow, complexly 

overlapping thin channels of relatively low sinuosity. High floodplain activity may 

have been sustained by subsidence or tectonic instability. The upper part of the 

section is interpreted using the stratigraphc section as photomosaics were not 

possible with the exposures available. The upper part of the section has a different 

character than the lower and was likely deposited by a system similar to a shallow 

gravel braided river. Abundant Floodplain Fines elements at Sumas hfountain 

(Canada) indicate a h g h  rate of sedimentation. Paleocurrent measurements suggest 

that t h s  fluvial system was of low sinuosity but that flow migrated from broadly 

westward to broadly northward over the course of the Paleogene Period. 

Future Work 
Much work remains to be done on the Huntingdon Formation. The 

relationshp between the Huntingdon and the Chuckanut Formations, though 

dscussed in some of the literature, could be explored more fully. Work attempting 

to correlate outcrops over the entire Greater Vancouver region would be a valuable 

addition to our knowledge of the area. X study using AEA in buildmg escavations in 

the Vancouver area could be very useful in developing a greater understanding of the 



sedunentary environment, especially if mosaic density was close enough to correlate 

easily behveen mosaics. 
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Figure 45 - Location Map for Photomosaics 



Appendix B - Thin section Descriptions 



Samp1e:BG-02-01 
Station: BHG-02-001 

Composition 
Matrix %: 35 Quartz '/o 30 Feldspar ''0 10 Rock Fragments '/I 45 

Quartz Types: Igneous and metamorphic 

Feldspar Types: orthoclase 
Rock Fragment Types: chert (-30'10 cnptocrystalhne microcrystalline and megachert), volcanic 
rock fragnents (jO/o), metamorphic rock fragments (Soh), detrital mica (5%), organics (3?/0) 

Accessory Minerals: apatite, sphene and zircons (3%), pyroxene and hornblende (<I%), 

Composiuonal Rlaturity: immature 

Texture 
Medum- to coarse- 

Grain Size: Roundness: subangular 
grained sands tone 

Sorting: moderate Sphericity: subspherical 

Textural Maturity: submature 

Cement/ Diagenesis 
Cement types: mostly calcite (weathered, could be replacing 

Quartz overgrowths: porosity) 

Grain contacts: 
Alteration Types: Authigenic Minerals: 

Representative Thin section Description: 
hfedum- to coarse-grained, submature sandstone, grains 
are subangular and subspherical. The most common grains 
are chert, then volcanic and metamorphic rock fragments, 
detrital mica, and organics. 



Sample: BG-02-03 
Station: 

Composition 
Matrix "10: Quartz % 
Quartz Types 
Feldspar Types 
Rock Fragment Types 

Accessory Minerals: 
Compositional Maturity: 

Feldspar % Rock Fragments '10 

Texture 
Grain Size: coarse- to very coarse-grined sandstone 
Sorting: 
Textural Maturity: 

Cement/ Diagenesis 
Quartz overgrowths: 
Grain contacts: 
Alteration 
Types: 

Cement types 

Authigenic Minerals: 

Representative Thin section Description: 

Roundness: 

Virtually identical to BG-02-01 except coarser-grained 
sandstone 



Sample: BG-02-029 
Station: 

Composition 
Matrix %: 3 Quartz '/o: 1 0  Feldspar '/o: 0 Rock Fragments '/I: 85 

Quartz Types: hIetamorphic quartz 

Feldspar Types: none 
Rock Fragment Types: Chert (70•‹b) includmg cnptocrystahne chert (50"'0), microcqstahne 
chert (ZOq'o), and megachert (109'0). Detrital mica (<5%) mostly biotite/phlogopite, volcanic 
clasts (<3%) 

Accessory Minerals: none 

Compositional Maturity: immature 

Texture 
Grain Size: coarse- to fine-grained sand Roundness: moderately rounded 

Sorting: moderate to poorly sorted Sphericity: subspherical 

Textural Maturity: submature 

Cement/ Diagenesis 
Quartz overgrowths: none Cement types: mostly (80%) calcite, some silica, trace clay 

Grain contacts: matrix supported 
Alteration Types: Authigenic Minerals: 

Representative Thin section Description: 

Coarse-grained sandstone to granule conglomerate 
moderately rounded moderate to poorly sorted grains. 
Contains abundant chert clasts, some quartz, detrital 
mica and volcanic clasts. 



Sample: BG-02-32 
Station: BHG-02-036 

Composition 
Matrix %: 25 Quartz %: 17 Feldspar %: 13 Rock Fragments %: 45 
Quartz Types: mostly metamorphc quartz 

Feldspar Types: orthoclase and plagioclase 

Rock Fragment Types: mostly cryptocrystalltne chert, some volcanic fragments 
Accessory Minerals: detrital mica 3-5%, less than 3% high relief minerals, epidote and 
tourmaline 

Compositional Maturity: submature 

Texture 
Grain Size: medium- to coarse- grained sand Roundness: subangular to sub rounded 

Sorting: moderate in thin section, poor in sample Sphericity: subsplierical 

Textural Maturity: submature 

Cement/ Diagenesis 
Quartz overgrowths: 
Grain contacts: 
Alteration Types: 

Cement types: calcite, i n f h g  porosity 

Authigenic Minerals: 

Representative Thin section Description: 

Medium- to coarse-grained, submature sandstone, 
grains are subangular to subrounded and 
subspherical. The most common grains are chert, 
then volcanic and metamorphic rock fragments, 
detrital mica, and organics. Cement is mostly 
calcite infdling porosity 



Sample: BG-02-33 
Station: BHG-02-036 
Composition 

Matrix O/U: 3 5 Quartz %: 20 Feldspar "A: 10 Rock Fragments O/U: 35 

Quartz Types: irregular estinction strained quartz 

Feldspar Types: 2 / 3  plagoclase, 1/3 orthoclase 
Rock Fragment Types: mostly chert (3 types?), some volcanic fragments 

Accessory Minerals: less than 5% mica, few high relief minerals 

Compositional hlaturity: 

Texture 

Grain Size: fine-grained sand 

Sorting: moderate 

Textural Maturity: submature 

Cement/ Diagenesis 

Quartz overgrowths: 

Grain contacts: 

Alteration Types: 

Roundness: subangular 

Sphericity: subspherical 

Cement types: mix of clay and calcite 

huthigenic Minerals: 

Representative l'hin section Description: 

Submature, fine-grained sandstone. Grains are 
subangular and subspherical. the most common 
grains are lithic fragments, most of these are chert 
with some volcanic fragments. Quartz and feldspars 
are less common than lithic fragments. Cement is a 
mix of clay and calcite. 



Sample: BG-02-34 
Station: BHG-02-039 
Composition 
Matrix '10: Quartz O/O: 40-50 Feldspar %: 20 Rock Fragments '10: 25 
Quartz Types: metamorphic quartz 

Feldspar Types: 3/4 plagioclase 1/4 orthoclase 

Rock Fragment Types: mostly Chert (3 types) some volcanic fragments, some metamoqhic 
fragments 

Accessory Minerals: 
Compositional Maturity: submature 

Texture 
Grain Size: coarse-pined sandstone Roundness: subangular to subrounded 

Sorting: moderate to poor Sphericity: subspherical 

Textural Maturity: submature 

Cement/ Diagenesis 
Quartz overgrowths: 
Grain contacts: 
Alteration Types: 

Cement types: silica, clay and calcite (replacing others) 

Authigenic Minerals: 

Representative Thin section Description: 

Submature, coarse-grained sandstone, grains are 
subangular to subrouned and subspherical. The 
most common grains are quartz then rock 
fragments and feldspar. Rock fragments are mostly 
chert with some volcanic and metamorphic grains. 
Cement is a mixture of shca, calcite and clay. 

FOIT - 3.64 mrn 



Sample: BG-02-36 
Station 
Composition 
Matrix %: -5 Quartz %: 30 Feldspar %: 5 Rock Fragments %: 60 

Chert Types: Mega chert and meta /sutured quartz 

Quartz Types: igneous quartz and stressed/ metamorphic quartz 

Feldspar Types: mostly orthoclase 

Rock Fragment Types: chert (megachert and metamorphic/sutured quartz) 40-50 '10, detrital 
mica (mostly phlogopite or biotite, some muscovite) 15-20% 

Accessory Minerals: some possible zircons 1% 

Compositional Maturity: immature 

Texture 
Grain Size: med~um-grained sandstone to conglomerate Roundness: subangular- subrounded 

Sorting: moderately sorted Sphericity: subshperical 

Textural Maturity: submature to immature 

Cement/ Diagenesis 

Quartz overgrowths: none Cement types: shca (55%), calcite (35%), and clay/iron 
(10% concentrated in conglomeratic sections) Grain contacts: 

Alteration Types: Authigenic Minerals: Sericite 

Representative Thin section Description: 

Coarse-grained sand to small pebble conglomerate and 
fine-grained rippled sandstone, contains subangular 
Grains of lithic fragments, quartz and feldspar. The 
majority of lithic fragments are chert (megachert or 
sutured quartz, 40-50%), but it also contains detrital 
micas (15-20%) w h c h  are deformedlbent around grains. 
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Bedding Measurements 
Station Formation UTLI East 
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Paleocurrent Measurements 

Planar Paleoflow indicators 
Lithology UTN East UThI North 
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Linear Paleoflow Indicators 
Formation UThI East 
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Stauon 
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Stauon Formation UThI East UTbI North Feature Plunge Trend 

BHG-03-021 Hun 10556461 5433738 XB plane 11 143 

BMG-03-031 Hun 10556461 5433735 .iB plane 36 017 

BHG-03-031 Hun 10556461 5433738 -4B plane 13 063 

BHG-02-031 Hun 10536461 5433738 ,4B plane 15 319 

BHG-02-031 I-Iun 10556461 5433738 ,iB plane 45 081 

BHG-02-03 Hun 10556461 5433738 -1B plane 25 112 



Minor Faults 
Station Lithology UTM East UTM North Azimuth 

BHG-02-009 HUN 10556228 
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Appendix D - Stratigraphic Section 



Legend for Stratigraphic Section 

2-: &:q2 Conglomerate, 0 Plant tnatcrial / 
sands tone lnatrls Roodj- debris 

l'chbly Sands tonc 

Saricistone 

Sands tone, 
thin-bedded 

Sanclstone 

silty muds tonc 

clayey * .  mudstone 

Coal / Carbonaceous 
Mudstone 

Tm 
Current ripple 

w Trough cross- 
stratification 

777- 
Planar tabular 
cross-stra tification 

Clas t imbrication 

- - - Ripup clasts 

am 32 Concrc tion / 
Sodule horizon 



Very fine-grained sandstone, with curren' 
ripple marks, minor interbedded 
mudstone 

lnterbedded slightly blocky siltstone, 
shale, mudstone and minor sandy layers 
some carbonaceous detritus 

Very fine-grained sandstone, current 
ripple marks 

Blocky interbedded shale, mudstone and 
claystone, some carbonaceous detritus 
and fossil leaves, coal layers 

Very fine-grained sandstone, abundant 
current ripple marks 

Blocky shale and rnudstone, minor very 
fine-grained sandstone interbeds, minor 
claystone interbeds, some fossil leaves 

Medium-grained sandstone, minor 
coarse- to very coarse-grained lenses 
with pebbles, current ripple marks 

Mudstone with shale interbeds, blocky, 
some fossil leaves 

Coal layers with local interbedded thin 
silty or shale layers abundant fossilized 

; tree material, some leaves 

Mudstone with shale interbeds, blocky, 
some fossil leaves 

3 



Coarse-grained sandstone 

Coarse-grained sandstone, poorly 
exposed little visible structure 

Shale some sandy sections, minor coal, 
beds, trace fossils (rneniscate filled) 

Medium-grained sandstone, some curre 
'- ripple marks, minor cross-beds and 

covered material 
X 

A Medium-grained sandstone, minor - coarse- to very coarse-~rained lenses 
with pebbles, current ripple marks 



w Sandstone and conglomerate, described 
on next page 

Fine-grained sandstone, minor to some 
shale interbeds, common current ripple 
marks 

lnterbedded blocky shale and claystone, 
minor fine-grained sandstone interbeds 

Very fine-grained sandstone trace to 
some interbedded shale and claystone, 
some current ripple marks 

Blocky Mudstone 

Silty, lower very fine-grained sandstone, 
little visible structure 

Fine-grained sandstone, little visible 
structure 

Medium-grained sandstone, some curren 
ripple marks, minor cross-beds and . . -- covered material 

A Fine-grained sandstone, some current 
h-riwwle marks and cross-beds 



Medium- to very coarse-grained 
u sandstone with some pebble 

conglomerate interbeds, abundant trougt 
w cross-beds and erosional scours. 

Conglomerate contains multilithologic, 
subrounded clasts, averaging 1 cm 
diameter, pebble lags occur above the 
base of some scours 

Silty fine-grained sandstone, with 
claystone interbeds, some current ripple 
marks 

Mudstone with claystone interbeds 

Silty fine-grained sandstone, some 
current ripple marks 

Coarse-grained sandstone trace planar 
tabular cross-beds 
Mudstone with some interbedded 
claystone layers 
Silty fine-grained sandstone, some 
current ripple marks 
lnterbedded medium-grained sandstone 
to conglomerate, abundant trough cross- 
beds and erosive scours, conglomerate 

3-/ consist of subrounded, multilithologic 
1 clasts, averaging 1 cm diameter 



Very blocky mudstone, some sandy or 
silty layers, some concretionary horizons, 
some fractures have a 2 cm rim of 
reddish alteration and are more resistant 
to weathering 

very fine-grained sandstone, some silt, 
slightly blocky, concretion horizons 

Medium-grained sandstone, some trough 
cross-beds little visible structure 

Blocky mudstone 



Fine- to very fine-grained Sandstone, 
some fissle shale interbeds, some 
concretionary horizons within sand 
layers, some current ripple marks 

blocky mudstone 

Very fine-grained sandstone, current 
ripple marks 
Alternating layers/lenSes of conglomeratf 
and coarse- to very coarse-grained 
sandstone, abundant cross-beds and 
erosional scours, common pebble lags 
underlie sandstone layers, clasts are 
multilithologic, subrounded and average 
between 1 and 4 cm diameter 
Very fine-grained sandstone, abundant 
current ripple marks 

Medium-grained sandstone, some lenses 
of fine-grained sands, common cross- 
beds and current ripple marks, some 
concretionary horizons 

Medium- to very coarse-grained 
sandstone, abundant cross-beds and 
erosional scours, common pebble lags,lC 
cm thick lenses of pebble conglomerate, 
clasts are multilithologic, rounded to 
subrounded and average between 1 and 
3 cm, diameter. 

Blocky mudstone, some fractures have a 
2 cm rim of reddish alteration and are 
more resistant to weathering 

Medium-grained sandstone, abundant 
current ripple marks, some concretionary 
horizons, some fossil leaves 

Blocky mudstone, some sandy or silty 
layers, some concretionary horizons, 
some fractures have a 2 cm rim of 
reddish alteration and are more resistant 
to weathering 



Medium- to very coarse- grained 
sandstone and pebble conglomerate, 
some trough cross-beds and erosional 
scours, common pebble lags underlie 
sandstone layers, clasts are 
multilithologic, rounded to subrounded, 
averaging 2 cm diameter, some leaf 
fossils, minor cobbles 

Pebble conglomerate, abundant cross- 
beds and erosional scours, some 
sandstone lenses with pebble lags, clast 
are multilithologic, rounded to 
subrounded and average between 1 and 
4 cm diameter, minor cobbles 

Very fine-grained sandstone grading to 
blocky mudstone 
Medium- to very coarse-grained 
sandstone and pebble conglomerate, 
abundant cross-beds and erosional 
scours, common pebble lags underlie 
sandstone layers, multilithologic clasts , 
rounded to subrounded average 2 cm 
diameter, minor cobbles 
Pebble conglomerate, abundant cross- 
beds and erosional scours, clasts as 
above 

Fine-grained sandstone 

Blocky mudstone, some sand interbeds 

Fine- to very fine-grained sandstone, - some block shale interbeds, some 
concretionary layers, some current ripple 
marks 




